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The moment everything
you shoot becomes cinema.
This is the moment we work for.

ZEISS Compact Zoom CZ.2 lenses

Bring the quality of true cine-style zoom to your camera setup. Versatile ZEISS Compact Zoom CZ.2

lenses are the world’s fi rst and only full-frame cine lenses designed for all types of cameras. Their 

robust housings and precision engineering and optics deliver performance consistency across the 

entire zoom range that even the best still photo zooms can’t match.

www.zeiss.com/cine/compactzoom

es

zoom to your camera setup. Versatile ZEISS Compact Zoom CZ.2

y full-frame cine lenses designed for all types of cameras. Their 
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editor’s view

Short StorieS
I ’m guessing that as you’re heading into 2014, your resolutions are literally about resolutions—you’re 

considering formats, codecs, metadata, specs, workflows and workloads. It’s easy to bypass the cre-
ative aspects of your work and focus on the technical necessities. I want to suggest that you make 

yourself a promise to produce a short film this year. We all have the tools, or access to the tools, to develop 
and deliver a video project that’s creative and non-commercial—essentially just for you.

I have been obsessing over short films lately, and not just because of the 17 videos that accompany 
Beyoncé’s new “visual album.” (Although that didn’t hurt.) So much can be communicated in a short 
amount of time, and it’s a wonderful project for any video professional.

You’ve probably seen Gravity by 
now, which we can all agree is an 
incredible filmmaking achievement. 
In it, astronaut Ryan Stone (Sandra 
Bullock) uses the radio in a Russian 
space capsule to call for help and 
ends up reaching someone on Earth 
who’s with a baby and dog. It’s a 
wonderful scene, and made even 
more wonderful by “Aningaaq,” a 
short film written and directed by 
Jonás Cuarón (who co-wrote Gravity) 
that serves as a companion piece to 
the film. “Aningaaq” follows the conversation from the other side—the camera is trained on the fisherman 
in Greenland who answers Stone’s radio dispatch. The film is simple and moving and proves that you 
don’t need an arsenal of visual imaging tools to create something beautiful.

If you’d like a little inspiration for the new year, subscribe to the newsletters for Short of the Week 
(www.shortoftheweek.com) and Nowness (www.nowness.com) and a selection of animated, live action, 
narrative and nonfiction shorts will be delivered to your inbox. Nothing is better than spending three 
minutes with someone else’s imagination.
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D irector Andrew Bujalski and 
cinematographer Matthias 

Grunsky retrofitted a tube camera 
from the 1970s to shoot Computer 
Chess, a nostalgic look at the early 
days of computer programming. The 
40-year-old black-and-white video 
camera was stripped of its antique 
tape mechanism and upgraded to 
record to 21st century hard drive 
technology, delivering a low-tech 
look appropriate to the film’s subject 
matter. Computer Chess takes place 
over the course of a weekend tourna-

ment for chess software program-
mers circa 1980.

Bujalski and Grunsky were 
confident that the tube camera 
would facilitate the look they had 
envisioned for the film. Aware of the 
complications that could arise from 
using such an antiquated camera, 
they began building a workflow 
around it. “A big challenge was 
figuring out how to get this older 
camera to communicate with digital 
technology from this decade,” says 
Grunsky.

To obtain a black-and-white 
analog signal, Grunsky shot the film 
with a Sony AVC-3260 tube camera 
with a modern-day Panasonic 
monitor attached. He and his crew 
then used a time base corrector to 
stabilize the signal coming from the 
camera composite and fed the video 
through an AJA D5D Mini-Converter. 
Recording the SD feed in ProRes HQ 
with the AJA Ki Pro Mini, the team 
backed up the footage from the CF 
cards onto hard drives. Once filming 
wrapped, the drives were used in 

post on an Apple Final Cut Pro 
workstation for editing.

update

Computer Chess Achieves A 1980s Aesthetic with AJA

online
Read more about Computer Chess at 
creativeplanetnetwork.com/dv/Jan2014

Director of photography Matthias Grunsky and Sony AVC-3260 camera
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The world’s most popular converters are now available in two families, for the 
studio or heavy duty for live outside broadcast! The new heavy duty models 
are machined from solid aluminum so they look beautiful and are super tough! 
There are 14 models including HDMI, analog, optical fi ber, audio embedding/
de-embedding and up, down, cross conversion. Mini Converters are even 
available as OpenGear cards for when you need a rack mount solution.

Auto Switching SD and HD

Mini Converters instantly switch between all SD and 
HD formats, including NTSC, PAL, 1080PsF23.98, 1080PsF24, 
1080PsF25, 1080i50, 1080i59.94, 1080i60, 720p50, 720p59.94 

and 720p60. Updates can be loaded via USB.

Redundant SDI Input

Mini Converters feature a redundant input and loop 
through SDI output. Connect a redundant SDI cable to the 

second input, and if the main SDI input is lost, Mini Converters will automatically 
switch over in an instant. That’s great for mission critical tasks such as live events.

Pro Analog and AES/EBU Audio

Standard 1/4 inch jacks are included for professional 
balanced audio that switches between AES/EBU or analog. 
Unlike other converters you don’t need expensive custom 

audio cables so you’ll save thousands of dollars!

3 Gb/s SDI Technology

Mini Converters include the latest 3 Gb/s SDI technology, 
so you’re always future proofed! 3 Gb/s SDI is also fully 
compatible with all your existing standard defi nition and high 
defi nition SDI equipment.

Broadcast Quality

Mini Converters are built to the highest quality standards with 
low SDI jitter, so you get the longest SDI cable lengths combined 
with ultra low noise broadcast quality analog video and audio.

Learn more today at www.blackmagicdesign.com/miniconverters

Regular 

Mini Converter SDI to Analog $295

Mini Converter Analog to SDI $295

Mini Converter SDI to HDMI $295

Mini Converter HDMI to SDI $295

Mini Converter Sync Generator $295

Mini Converter SDI to Audio $495

Mini Converter Audio to SDI $495

Mini Converter Optical Fiber $295

Mini Converter UpDownCross $495

Mini Converter SDI Distribution $295

Heavy Duty

Mini Converter H/Duty SDI to Analog $345

Mini Converter H/Duty Analog to SDI $345

Mini Converter H/Duty SDI to HDMI $345

Mini Converter H/Duty HDMI to SDI $345

Mini Converter Family

The best broadcast quality mini converters
now in both regular and heavy duty models!
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4��@AvidEditor_Hulk 

APPARENTLY MONKEY GIVEN CAMERA 

TO OPERATE ON HULK’S SHOW. THAT 

ONLY POSSIBLE EXPLANATION.

4��@abelcine 

“Every artist needs somebody who is willing 

to tell them the truth. Otherwise, you never 

get better.” —Vilmos Zsigmond, ASC

4��@nofilmschool 

A Mathematical Breakdown of the 

Cinematography in “There Will Be Blood” 

— bit.ly/1bEJNZb

4��@CreatorsProject 

Animating Noam Chomsky:  

An Afternoon with Michel Gondry  

— youtu.be/m7dbZBgmV3E

4��@verge 

Creating analog with digital: the beautiful 

black-and-white cinematography of 

Alexander Payne’s “Nebraska”  

— vrge.co/17UOaJp

4��@engadget 

Peter Jackson promises improved high-

frame-rate showing for “The Hobbit: The 

Desolation of Smaug” — engt.co/1ec8vSz

4��@robgwilso 

If you create video content or make a living 

off the Internet, read this: Video Is the 

Future of Social — dthin.gs/1bylnhm

4��@SonyDCinema4K 

Want to know how we captured the biggest 

ever live concert movie in 4K?  

— bit.ly/1boyChL

4��@Variety 

Disney’s Alan Horn: Hollywood needs to 

“embrace technology”  

— on.variety.com/19HLVtq

Twitter Feed

online
Digital Video’s Twitter feed is at twitter.com/
DigitalVideomag

Update

M ilk Visual Effects contributed to BBC’s 3D 
Doctor Who 50th anniversary episode, “The 

Day of the Doctor,” creating a series of large-scale 
CG environments, action shots and CG spacecraft 
in stereoscopic 3D. Milk created 129 visual effects 
shots, including the dramatic sequences featuring 
the Gallifreyan city of Arcadia under siege at the 
hands of the Daleks, and fly-through shots of the 
city intended to immerse the television audience.

The Milk team also created 3D paintings set 
in London’s National Gallery through which 
characters witness this catastrophic battle and 
which form the entry point for the viewer to fly 
into the city. One of the biggest challenges was 
creating a framed painting that appears to be 
a two dimensional object but which, when the 
camera moves around it, is revealed to be a full 3D 
environment with depth.

Cinelicious 
Provides Post 
for Arcade 
Fire’s “Afterlife”

D irected by Emily Kai Bock 
and produced by the Creators 

Project, “Afterlife” is a captivat-
ing seven-minute film for the band 
Arcade Fire. Cinelicious contributed 
to the collaboration by providing film scanning, color services and 4K mastering. “Emily and I wanted 
to make something that emphasized the narrative aspects of the music video by making the film look 
as cinematic as possible,” says cinematographer Evan Prosofsky, who shot “Afterlife” on 35mm and 
65mm film.

“It was refreshing to try to make large-format film work for a creative, short-form project,” 
Cinelicious founder Paul Korver recalls. “The 35mm was scanned on our [Digital Film Technology] 
Scanity. We supervised the 65mm selects scanning process with Andrew Oran at FotoKem, with final 
color by colorist Robert Curreri in our 4K theater.”

NEWs

Milk DElivErs EffEcts  
to Doctor Who spEcial
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We’re For Creators
The world needs listeners and viewers, but it needs someone else even more. Creators.

People willing to contribute something. Something original. Powerful. Inspiring.

Something that is entirely you for the world to experience.

© 2013 Zoom Corporation

H6 Handy Recorder
Six tracks. In� nite possibilities.

zoom-na.com

Creator: Sean Rossi TwelvEleven Creative
Location: Angeles National Forest, CA.
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On the Creative  
Planet Network

4��Muse ConCert FilM  
Captured in 4K 
The band Muse and Serpent Productions 
worked with Sony Electronics to produce a 
4K multicamera live concert film. Sixteen 
Sony PMW-F55 cameras captured the 
event. “The band’s concert in Rome was 
recorded in incredible richness, enabling 
the music to come to life in a way that 
completely transforms the viewer’s 
experience,” says David Bush, marketing 
director for Sony Europe.

4��invisible Cities Goes Wireless 
Invisible Cities, a large-scale opera designed 
to be presented to a mobile audience 
wearing wireless headphones, was recently 
performed at Los Angeles’ Union Station. 
The opera was staged in the multi-room 
expanse of the terminal and in its outdoor 
courtyards. Sennheiser’s Digital 9000 
wireless system delivered uncompressed, 
artifact-free audio to audience members 
wearing Sennheiser wireless headphones.

online
Go online to read more and view additional images 
and video: creativeplanetnetwork.com/dv/Jan2014

Update

Imagine the deep green and peaceful sounds 
of a foggy rainforest juxtaposed with the 

graceful form of an enormous humpback whale, 
who glides between the trees and erupts through 
the leafy canopy. These incongruous images of 
nature are combined in “Safe and Free,” a cam-
paign from Gentleman Scholar for Whale and 
Dolphin Conservation (WDC). 

“The imagery is amazing and unforgettable,” 
says WDC marketing and outreach manager 

Karen Costa. “We hope that it reminds viewers 
that we’re all interconnected in this world and 
that it is up to us to help protect these massive yet 
vulnerable creatures.”

Gentleman Scholar’s principal challenge was 
to transform an abstract concept into scenes that 
appear real, a task handled with a combination 
of The Foundry Nuke, Autodesk Maya, Adobe 
Illustrator, Thinkbox Software Krakatoa and Side 
Effects Houdini.

T+Co ForeCasTs Change 
aT The WeaTher Channel

T rollbäck + Company 
(T+Co) created the 

graphics for The Weather 
Channel’s recent rebrand-
ing and relaunch. “Our 
goal was to create a com-
pletely new and fresh 
visual presentation for all 
of our weather content, 
allowing us to present much more weather information, yet in a simple, elegant and uncluttered way,” 
says David Clark, president of The Weather Channel television network. “The Trollbäck team really 
understood our vision and was able to bring it to life beautifully.”

T+Co’s graphics packaging included the rebrand of Severe Weather show properties (Tornado 
Central and Hurricane Central), virtual 3D sets, primetime promo packaging toolkits (including 
“Sunday Night Promos”), a motion control mountain view time lapse with typographic lighting, and 
live-action talent IDs.

neWs



Gentleman Scholar Promotes 
Conservation for WDC

Invisible Cities’ 11-piece live orchestra was mic’ed with 
sennheiser evolution and neumann microphones.
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Io 4K leverages the latest Thunderbolt™ 2 technology to offer a broad range of video and audio connectivity that 
supports the latest 4K and UltraHD devices for capture and output. Connect Io 4K seamlessly with leading broadcast, 

post-production and delivery tools for easy integration into your 4K, HD or SD workflows.

Maximum Thunderbolt™ 2 Performance
4K/HD/SD capture and playback

www.aja.com

Find out more at www.aja.com

Compatible
Io 4K utilizes AJA’s proven driver and  

plug-in technology for compatibility with  
a wide range of production, editing, graphics, 

and broadcast software packages for a 
seamless workflow solution.

Professional Connectivity
Whether you’re working with SDI, HDMI or 

a mixture of both, Io 4K has you covered 
with full-sized connections for video, audio, 
reference, LTC and RS-422 control, making  
Io 4K the choice for working professionals.

Scalable
Get the performance you need for SD and 

HD projects and move to UHD or 4K instantly 
at any time — all using the same device. 

Dedicated, real time down-conversion provides 
a high-quality HD-SDI output of 4K projects 

for monitoring and recording.

4K

HD

UHD

SD
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T imeline TV used Aframe’s cloud video 
production platform to expedite pro-

duction for the BBC Three zombie drama 
In the Flesh. Timeline TV was able to make 
dailies ready for editing and make viewing 
copies available to clients in less than five 
hours by streamlining the Avid workflow 
and eliminating a time-consuming trans-
coding step with Aframe technology.

Production for In the Flesh involved 
more than 75 days of location shooting 

around Manchester, England, using ARRI 
Alexa cameras. The shoots generated about 
30 GB of footage daily, which was uploaded 
to Aframe’s private cloud. The production 
team stored the native files locally in 
Manchester, while Deluxe in London 
downloaded the DNx36 files, sent them for 
offline editing, created dailies and weekly 
assemblies, and sent them on to a group of 
about 16 producers and the BBC team for 
review and approval.

Antarctic Expedition 
Broadcasts Live  
With TriCaster

A s 19-year-old adventurer Parker Liautaud made his 
way from the Antarctic coast to the South Pole in 

an attempt to set a world speed record, Willis Resilience 
Expedition TV used a NewTek TriCaster 860 multicamera 
production system to broadcast a daily 60-minute live 
show tracking Liautaud’s progress.

The broadcast featured live video and audio satellite 
feeds from the custom-built expedition support vehicle 
in Antarctica that followed Liautaud, together with video 
from three Sony PDW-F800 HD cameras, previously 
edited material, on-screen graphics and Skype calls from 
global contributors. Each live show was mixed in the 
TriCaster and streamed to Willis’ YouTube channel, as 
well as uploaded each day to www.willisresilience.com 
to be viewed on demand.

In the Flesh Manages  
Digital Dailies with afraMe

Update news

3Logan & SonS and Prada SteP Into the Future
Imagine a world in which our bodies, like our clothing, evolve and change to fit the style of the season. Logan & Sons, with 

director Luke Gilford, transports viewers to this surreal universe in “The Future of Flesh,” an evocative fashion film for Prada’s 

fall/winter 2013 collection. “The body is beginning to merge with fashion in very interesting 

ways,” says Gilford. “Google Glass, for example, is both a fashion statement and a portal into 

virtual worlds—a science-fiction fantasy becoming a reality.”

SIbLIngrIvaLry reaLIzeS Jay z’S MIdaS touch
All that glitters is gold in a promotional video created by SiblingRivalry for Jay Z’s fragrance, Gold Jay Z. The 

SiblingRivalry team filmed a model holding long poses while being covered with gold paint. A rig altered the lighting 

during each shot so the liquid’s density and luminosity appear to change.

Trending Online

Partially deceased Syndrome sufferer Kieren Walker returns home to a mixed reception.

a newtek tricaster 860 multicamera production system 
operated by Shift 4 is at the heart of a purpose-built studio 
and control room streaming live footage from the antarctic.

(Links at creativeplanetnetwork.com/dv/Jan2014)
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With JVC’s 23X Zoom, your shots will take center stage. 

©2013 JVC. All trademarks and brand names are the property of their respective proprietors. Camera shown with optional shotgun microphone.

Innovation Without Compromise

14X vs. 23X

Our HM600 Series of cameras is your ticket to amazing performances. The GY-HM600U and the GY-HM650U are
JVC’s next generation of handheld ProHD cameras. Light and easy to use, they are equipped with a newly developed Fujinon 23X
Wide Angle (29mm–667mm) Zoom lens that deliver remarkable imagery. They also offer intuitive features that make them ideal
for shooting news, sports, events, and independent production. You can also count on superb low-light performance with excellent
sensitivity (F11@ 2000 lux). Here’s some other great features: 

• Three 1/3-inch 12-bit CMOS sensors (1920 x 1080 x 3)
• Produce ready-to-edit HD or SD files in multiple file formats: .MOV (Final Cut Pro™), .MP4 (XDCAM EX™), AVCHD
• SDXC/SDHC memory card recording (2 slots for simultaneous or relay recording)
• Dual codec recording with WiFi, and broadband connectivity for file transfer and streaming (GY-HM650U)

For more information on the HM600 Series, talk to the Pros at JVC. Visit pro.jvc.com 

GY-HM650U 2.0 with optional Verizon LTE modem
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Q&A

L iam Lynch, the editor and director of the Sarah Silverman HBO standup 
special We Are Miracles, has explored the realms of music, comedy and 

DIY filmmaking for nearly 20 years. He has has written songs with Jack Black 
and directed videos for Tenacious D, created an enormous number of online 
videos and short films and directed Silverman’s 2005 special, Jesus Is Magic.

How was directing this special?
Liam Lynch: It has an opening and closing sequence, and then it’s all one 
standup show she did in the small room at the club Largo in Los Angeles. The 
size of the room made it different from other HBO comedy specials, [which 
take place] in these big theaters where the comic is on a stage six feet higher 
than the audience and there are 2,000 people in the room. Her audience was 39 
people and she was on the same level with them.

We had four RED EPIC cameras: one on either side of Sarah, a close-up 
camera and one on a small jib arm. Only the operators and assistants could fit 
in the room. I would sit in another room with the cinematographer, Rhet Bear. 
The operators were on headsets. I would direct the operators through Rhet. 
Sarah did two shows: one at 7 p.m. and one at 9. Then she went off and did a 
movie and I edited the material. When she got back, I got notes from Sarah and 
HBO and other people involved and did another pass.

You edited the material yourself?
Yes. I cut in Apple Final Cut Pro 7. I transcoded everything to ProRes 1920 
x 1080, which was the resolution we’d deliver in. I basically did it as a 
multicam edit. I lined the four cameras together based on the timecode. I 
didn’t change the order of the jokes but I did cut between the two different 
performances.

What motivated that decision?
The crowds were very different. The first crowd laughed at everything edgy—
they had more of a risqué attitude. The second crowd didn’t laugh that much 
at the risqué material but they died laughing at the plays on words and more 
punchline-y types of things. A lot of the editing was about cutting back and 
forth between the two audiences.

How did you approach the opening and closing segments?
We shot those outside, near the theater. David Mullen [ASC] shot them, also 
with RED cameras. I directed them like I do most things. I storyboard and 
usually do animatics in 3D, too. I did [freehand] drawings and scanned them 
into [Adobe] Photoshop. I cut them up and created storyboards that I then 
used to make a shot list that pretty much dictated our shooting order.   dv

Spotlight: 

Liam Lynch
Editor and Director
We Are Miracles

Update nEWs

JOn SILBERg

Sarah Silverman in We Are Miracles The small stage at Largo
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Parallel Storytelling and Shared Postproduction
By Oliver Peters

Amy Adams, Bradley Cooper, Jeremy Renner, Christian Bale and Jennifer Lawrence in American Hustle
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H ot off his success with Silver Linings 
Playbook, writer/director David O. Russell is 
back with the year-end release of American 

Hustle. The film (co-written with Eric Singer) was 
inspired by the FBI’s true-life Abscam sting opera-
tion of the late 1970s. It tells the story of con man 
Irving Rosenfeld (Christian Bale) and his partner, 
Sydney Prosser (Amy Adams), who are recruited by 
FBI agent Richie DiMaso (Bradley Cooper) to pull 
off the operation targeting corrupt public officials. 
While the film incorporates many facets of actual 
events, Russell deepens the characterizations and 
refocuses events to get at a deeper truth about rein-
vention and survival. The film is not as much about 
the politicians who take bribes as about the people 
who develop the con at the heart of the sting.

I interviewed Jay Cassidy, ACE, Crispin 
Struthers and Alan Baumgarten, ACE, American 
Hustle’s editing trio, at the beginning of November, 
just a few days after the cut was locked.

Jay Cassidy points out the film’s compressed 
time frame. He explains, “American Hustle had 

Richie DiMaso (Bradley Cooper) and Sydney Prosser (Amy Adams)

Sydney Prosser (Amy Adams) and Irving Rosenfeld (Christian Bale) at their company offices, London Investors
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a longer shoot and shorter post schedule than 
David’s films typically do. This project was always 
intended as coming straight on the heels of Silver 
Linings Playbook, which Crispin and I had both 
worked on. In fact, we read through the first draft of 
the script while still cutting Silver Linings. Thanks to 
the awards season and the success of that film, the 
transition into this film became more compressed 
and there was less prep. However, the actors that 
David wanted for American Hustle were scheduled, 
so if the film was to be made this year with this 
cast, then the production company had to move 
forward. They started shooting in mid-March and 
wrapped in mid-May after a 42-day shoot schedule. 
We’ve been in post since then. I started at the 
beginning of principal photography. Crispin came 
on board four weeks later and Alan six weeks later.”

This accelerated schedule with a December 
release target was facilitated by the postproduction 
sound team getting an early jump on things. Headed 
up by supervising sound editor/re-recording mixer 
John Ross, dialogue cleanup, sound design and 
music editing began in May and continued during 
production; therefore, it wasn’t a matter of starting 
final sound editing and mixing from scratch once 
the cut was finally locked in November.

Bucking the digital trend, Russell shot American 
Hustle on film. Cassidy explains, “David likes to 
shoot 2-perf 35mm. Film was the right look for this 
drama and 2-perf gives him 22-minute runs on the 
camera. This means he can keep rolling with fewer 
stops, so he gets more production time before the 
magazine needs to be reloaded.”

Cassidy continues, “Film’s days are definitely 
numbered. We used Fuji stock and during the 

filming were informed by Fuji that they were 
discontinuing film manufacturing. Of course, 
they did reassure us that there would be enough 
negative stock available for us to complete the film 
without any worries.”

Deluxe Labs in New York handled film 

processing. Company 3 in New York transferred 
the film for dailies and then delivered digital files to 
the editing team on hard drives for editing.

Struthers says, “David likes to dive right 
into post after production. We don’t watch a 
first assembly of the full movie, as many other 
directors do. We tend to cut individual scenes 
and then David reviews those and works with us 
to build the scenes moment by moment. David is 
very confident about the editing process, so he’s 
covered himself [during production] in order to 
have options. He likes to shoot the performances 
with different ‘calibrations’ to the actors’ emotions 
to give himself choices in the cutting room.”

Cassidy adds, “With David, we’ve all learned 
that you can’t presume to know which is the best 
version of an actor’s performance, because of the 
context around it. It’s usually better to take a scene 
with three variations to the performance and cut 
three versions of the scene. This gives David a good 
starting point with the dialogue and lets him see 
how the options work.”

Editors often face creative challenges stemming 
from a film’s length or structure. Baumgarten says 

Getting the Shot
When David O. Russell directs a film, he stands just off camera, fine-tuning the acting, rewriting and 
feeding new lines to the actors as the cameras roll, re-blocking scenes, sometimes directing the 
Steadicam operator with a new idea for the shot. “Life is unexpected—none of us ever knows what’s 
going to happen from moment to moment—and the scenes feel that way, too,” says producer Jonathan 
Gordon. “It’s very unpredictable, but it’s also extremely focused. David has an intention behind it all. We 
light the room rather than the shot, and we do it on Steadicam rather than trying to get traditional cover-
age. David doesn’t sit by the monitors. He stays right with his actors, where the movie is. He grabs shots 
in the moment. He thinks like an editor—he knows all the angles he has. And the result is that when you 
sit down to watch the movie, you can tell within five minutes that it’s a David O. Russell movie—it has 
that style, the specific language, the camera movement, the feeling of the world.”

Richie messes up Irving’s combover.
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of American Hustle, “We used a pattern of parallel 
and overlapping action to condense the film. Rather 
than drop whole scenes, we found that many of the 
important story points from those scenes could be 
preserved by inserting pieces of them into other 
scenes. This let us tell a more succinct and better 
story, plus frame the information in a context that 
makes sense for the audience. Once we did that on 
a few scenes and saw that it worked well for this 
film, we decided to find other sections where we 
could use the same pattern.”

Visual effects were handled in a unique fashion. 
Cassidy explains, “This film has a surprising 
number of effects, including greenscreen 
composites and period fixes. Also, the characters 
wear sunglasses—many of those shots ended up 
needing some touch-up to remove unwanted 
reflections. The production company set up an 
in-house team and hired the compositors to do 
most of the effects. They were divided up into two 
groups, one running [Adobe] After Effects and 
one [The Foundry’s] Nuke software. This proved 
to be very cost-effective because they handled 
both temp effects for screenings and final effects. 
Toward the end, some of the more time-consuming 
or complex shots were sent to outside vendors, 
but the bulk of the work was done in-house. We 
had quicker turnaround for effects because the 
compositors were right next door. It was a very 
interactive process. You could ask for an effect in 
the morning and have it by the end of the day.”

American Hustle was edited on Avid Media 
Composer systems connected to an Avid ISIS 
shared storage network. There were seven Avid 
systems in the cutting rooms for editors and 

assistants, one for visual effects, and one in the 
mix stage. John Ross also used Avid Pro Tools 
connected with the video satellite system.

Cassidy offers his take on the technology: 
“It was great working with the ISIS system. It’s 
Ethernet-based, which makes it easy to add on 
more machines as needed—like my laptop for 
editing. We were cutting with version 6.5.3 of the 
Media Composer software and I really like the 
improvements Avid made. For example, the ability 
to copy-and-paste audio keyframes, and the new 
‘select-to-the-right’ function that doesn’t also grab 
timeline filler media.”

Jay Cassidy concludes, “I’m a big proponent of 
[Avid] ScriptSync. Our first assistant [editor], Mike 
Azevedo, did a great job getting this all loaded and 
organized. ScriptSync was a real time-saver on this 

film. Sometimes the media was organized by the 
script and sometimes we had to use transcriptions. 
There was a lot of coverage on the film mags, and 
this was often not in scene order but rather all 
over the reel. Using ScriptSync made it possible to 
have all of the performances grouped together by 
the dialogue lines of the scene. In the past, David 
had been used to the little bit of time it might take 
to find some of the coverage when he’d ask for 
alternates. With ScriptSync, it was all right there, so 
David could be assured that he had truly seen all of 
the available coverage for a scene.”

Final digital intermediate post and color grading 
is being completed at EFILM with supervising digital 
colorist Yvan Lucas. American Hustle goes into its 
United States release in December and international 
distribution begins in January 2014.   dv

Richie realizes he has been checkmated 
by Irving in the federal prosecutor’s office.

Rosalyn Rosenfeld (Jennifer Lawrence) and Sydney Prosser (Amy Adams)  
in the Grand Old AC Hotel powder room

Richie and Irving talk in a gallery at the Frick Museum.
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F ew directors have Martin Scorsese’s tal-
ent to tell entertaining stories about the 
seamier side of life. He has the unique abil-

ity to get us to understand and often be seduced by 
people who live outside the social norms. That’s 
an approach he’s used with great success in films 
like Taxi Driver, Goodfellas and Gangs of New York. 
Following this path is Scorsese’s newest, The Wolf 
of Wall Street, based on the memoir of stock broker 
Jordan Belfort.

Belfort founded the brokerage firm Stratton 
Oakmont in the 1990s, which eventually 
devolved into a financial operation based on 
swindling investors. The memoir chronicles 
Belfort’s excursions into excess and debauchery 
that eventually led to his downfall and federal 
prosecution for securities fraud and money 
laundering. He served three years in federal 
prison and was sentenced to pay $110 million 
in restitution after cooperating with the FBI’s 
investigation. The film adaptation was written by 
Terence Winter (Boardwalk Empire, The Sopranos), 
who spent some time working at Merrill Lynch 
during law school, a tamer environment than the 
one portrayed in the film. Leonardo DiCaprio 
stars as Belfort, along with Jonah Hill and Matthew 
McConaughey as fellow brokers.

I recently spoke with Thelma Schoonmaker, 
film editor for The Wolf of Wall Street. Schoonmaker 
is a longtime collaborator of Martin Scorsese, 
most recently having edited Hugo. I asked her 
about going from a film as artistic and technically 
complex as Hugo to one as over-the-top as The 
Wolf of Wall Street. She says of the experience, 
“When I encounter people outside of this industry 
and they learn I had some connection with Hugo, 
they make a point of telling me how much they 
loved that film. It really touched them. The Wolf of 
Wall Street is a completely different type of film, of 
course.”

“I enjoyed working on it because of its unique 

Editing ExubErancE and ExcEss
Thelma Schoonmaker Discusses The Wolf of Wall Street

OLIver PeTerS

Look thE Wolf of Wall strEEt

Leonardo DiCaprio stars as Jordan Belfort, who founded the brokerage firm Stratton Oakmont in the 1990s. 
The company eventually devolved into a financial operation based on swindling investors. 
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humor, which no one but Scorsese expected. 
It’s highly entertaining. Every day I’d get these 
fantastically funny scenes in dailies. It’s more of 
an improvisational film like Raging Bull, Casino or 
Goodfellas. We haven’t done one of those in awhile 

and I enjoyed getting back to that form. I suppose 
I like the challenge because of the documentary 
background that Marty and I have from our early 
careers. Continuity doesn’t always match from 
take to take—that’s what makes the editing great 

fun, but also hard. You have to find a dramatic 
shape for the improvised scenes just as you do in 
a documentary.”

Schoonmaker continues, “The scenes and 
dialogue are certainly scripted, and Scorsese tells 
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Jonah Hill plays Jordan Belfort’s business partner, Donnie Azoff.
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the actors that they need to start ‘here’ and end 
up ‘there,’ but then, ‘have fun with the part in 
the middle.’ As an editor, you have to make it 
work, because sometimes the actors go off on 
wonderful tangents that weren’t in the script. The 
cast surrounding Belfort and his business partner, 
Donnie Azoff [played by Jonah Hill], very quickly 
got into creating [their characters], the group of 
brokers who bought into the method Belfort used 
to snag investors into questionable stock sales. 
They are portrayed as not necessarily the smartest 
folks, and Belfort used that to manipulate them 
and become their leader. This is fertile ground 

for comedy. Everyone dove into their parts with 
incredible gusto, willing to do anything to portray 
the excess that pervaded Belfort’s company. They 
also worked together perfectly as an ensemble—
creating jealousies between themselves for the 
film.”

The Wolf of Wall Street is in many ways a black 
comedy. Schoonmaker addressed the challenges of 
working with material that portrayed some pretty 
despicable behavior. “Improvisation changed the 
nature of this film. You could watch the actors 
say the most despicable things in a take and then 
they’d crack up afterwards. I asked Leo at one point 

how he could even say some of the lines with a 
straight face! Some of it is pretty bizarre, like talking 
about how to create a dwarf-tossing contest, which 
Belfort organized as a morale booster for his office 
parties. Or offering a woman $10,000 to shave her 
head. This was actually done in dead seriousness, 
just for sport.”

In order to get the audience to follow the story, 
you can’t avoid explaining the technical intricacies 
of the stock market. Schoonmaker explains, “Belfort 
started out selling penny stocks. Typically these 
have a 50 percent profit, compared with blue chip 
stocks, which might only have a 1 percent profit 
margin. Normally it’s poorer investors who buy 
penny stocks, but Belfort got his brokers to transfer 
those sales techniques to richer clients, who were 
first sold a mix of blue chip and penny stocks. From 
there, he started to manipulate the penny stocks for 
his own gain, ultimately leading to his downfall. We 
had to get some of that information across without 
getting too technical, just enough so the audience 
could follow the story. Not everything is explained 
and there are interesting jumps forward. Leo fills 
in a lot of this information with his voiceovers. 
These gave Leo’s character additional flavor—the 
writing reinforced his greed and callousness. A few 
times Scorsese would have Leo break the fourth 
wall by talking directly to the audience to explain 
a concept.”

The Wolf of Wall Street started production in 
2012 for a six-month shoot and completed post in 
November 2013. It was shot primarily on 35mm 
film, with additional visual effects and low-light 
material recorded on an ARRI Alexa. The negative 
was scanned and footage was delivered as digital 
files for editing on a Lightworks system.

Schoonmaker discussed the technical aspects 
of the project. “Rodrigo Prieto [director of 
photography] did extensive testing of both film and 
digital cameras before the production. Scorsese 
had shot Hugo with the Alexa and was prepared 
to shoot digitally, but he kept finding he liked the 
look of the film tests best. Rob Legato was our 
visual effects supervisor and second unit director 
again. This isn’t an effects film, of course, but there 
are a lot of window composites and set extensions. 
There were also a lot of effects needed for the 
helicopter shots and the scenes on the yacht. Rob 
was a great collaborator, as always.

“Scott Brock, my associate editor, helped me 
with the temp sound mixes on the Lightworks, 
and Red Charyszyn was my assistant handling the 
complex visual effects communication with Rob. 
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They both did a great job.” 
Scott Brock added some detail about their 

editing setup. He says, “The lab delivered the usual 
Avid MXF media to us on shuttle drives, which we 
copied to our EditShare XStream server. We used 
two Avids and three Lightworks for Wolf, all of 
which were networked to the Xstream server. We 
would use one of the Avids to put the media into 
Avid-style folders, then our three Lightworks could 

link to that media for editing.”
Schoonmaker continues, “I started cutting right 

at the beginning of production. As usual, screening 
dailies with Scorsese was critical, for he talks to me 
constantly about what he has shot. From that and 
my own feelings, I start to edit.

“This was a big shoot with a very large cast 
of extras playing the brokers in the brokerage 
bullpens. These extras were very well trained and 

very believable, I think. You really feel immersed in 
the world of high-pressure selling. The first cut of 
the film came in long but still played well and was 
very entertaining. Ultimately we cut about an hour 
out to get to the final length of just under three 
hours with titles,” Schoonmaker says.

“The main ‘rewriting of the scenes’ that we 
did in the edit was because of the improvisations 
and the need for different transitions in some 
cases. We had to get the balance right between 
the injected humor and the scripted scenes. The 
center of the film is the big turning point. Belfort 
turns a potentially damaging blow to an IPO that 
the company is offering into a triumph, as he whips 
up his brokers to a fever pitch. We knew we had to 
get to that earlier than [it appeared] in the first cut. 
Scorsese didn’t want to simply do a ‘rise and fall’ 
film. It’s about the characters and the excesses that 
they found themselves caught up in and how that 
became so intoxicating.”

An unusual aspect of The Wolf of Wall Street 
is its lack of a traditional score. Schoonmaker 
says, “Marty has a great gift for putting music to 
film. He chose unexpected pre-recorded pieces 
to reflect the intensity and craziness of Belfort’s 
world. Robbie Robertson wrote an original song 
for the end titles, but the rest of the film relies 
completely on existing songs rather than score. 
It’s not intended to be period-accurate, but rather 
music that Scorsese feels is right for the scene. He 
listens to [SiriusXM] The Loft while he’s shaving 
in the morning and often a song he hears will just 
strike him as perfect. That’s where he got a lot of his 
musical inspiration for Wolf.”

Digital intermediate mastering for The Wolf 
of Wall Street was handled by EFILM, although 
some release prints were also created. The film was 
released on Christmas day in the United States.   dv

Matthew McConaughey plays Mark Hanna, an early mentor of Jordan Belfort.

Director Martin Scorsese

The Wolf of Wall Street is in many ways a black comedy. Schoonmaker addressed the challenges of working with 
material that portrayed some pretty despicable behavior. “I asked Leo at one point how he could even say some of 
the lines with a straight face! Some of it is pretty bizarre, like talking about how to create a dwarf-tossing contest, 
which Belfort organized as a morale booster for his office parties. Or offering a woman $10,000 to shave her head. 
This was actually done in dead seriousness, just for sport.”
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secretprojectrevolution look

M adonna’s long-anticipated secret-
projectrevolution, ushered in with 
an Instagram post and multi-city 

launch event, arrived in September with a bang.
A collaboration of Madonna and fashion 

photographer Steven Klein, the 17-minute film, 
which opens with the Jean-Luc Godard quote 
“All you need for a movie is a gun and a girl,” is 
a Vogue photo shoot come to life. Shot entirely 
in black and white, the gritty project introduces 
Art for Freedom, a global initiative that aims to 
expand freedom of expression.

“My goal is to show by the example of 
secretprojectrevolution my creative commitment 
to inspire change in the world through artistic 
expression,” Madonna said about the project 
in a statement. “I hope my film and other 
submissions to Art for Freedom will be a call 
to action and give people a place to voice their 
own creative expression to help fight oppression, 

intolerance and complacency.”
The heavily teased film, bundled with 

bonus content including handwritten notes 
from Madonna and Klein, is available for free 
download at the Art for Freedom site, where 
in less than three weeks it was downloaded 1.2 
million times. Slickly curated by multimedia 
company VICE and distributed by technology 
developer BitTorrent, Art for Freedom is “the 
first media store by the people, for the people.”

BitTorrent has largely been synonymous 
with piracy across the media and entertainment 
landscape, but now the peer-to-peer file sharing 
company is touting the power of its platform to 
enable content creators to distribute intellectual 
property on their own terms to millions of 
Internet users. The new Art for Freedom site, 
which features artists as diverse as Linkin Park, 
the Pixies and Public Enemy, promises a world of 
content, including music and film exclusives, all 

free for the taking. “Play what you want. Pay what 
you want. This site is powered by you. Happy 
downloading, friends.”

Shot in New York and Buenos Aires with 
the RED EPIC digital cinema camera, 
secretprojectrevolution is elaborately lit and 
heavily stylized. A stark set, designed by Klein 
and lit by cinematographer David Devlin, who 
has worked with Klein for more than 11 years, 
provides an unembellished backdrop to the pop 
superstar as she delivers her manifesto.

“The entire project was very personal, very 
emotional for her,” Devlin recounts. “She didn’t 
want it to be heavily filtered, so it was important 
that things appeared to be natural and that 
the two sets—New York and Buenos Aires—
blended seamlessly. The lighting absolutely had 
to support that.”

For a sequence filmed inside a prison, the 
filmmaking team, which included camera 

Digital Filmmaking  
anD FreeDom oF expression
Madonna and Steven Klein Launch Secretprojectrevolution

JENNIFER WoLFE
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assistant Dominic Sheldon and 
Steadicam operator Stephen 
Consentino, labored to create a sense 
of space and motion outside the 
cramped jail cell. “We used a series 
of mirrors to create a lighting effect 
within the cell so it feels like there 
are either truck headlights or some 
other kind of lighting moving outside,” 
Devlin relates. “You can see the light 
coming through the bars of the cell, 
which helps to give a sense that there’s 
something larger going on outside of 
what you’re actually seeing.”

The production team employed 
narrow-spot PAR 64 lights in clusters 
that were reflected through a series of 4’ 
x 4’ and 1’ x 1’ mirrors to create a stark, 
high-contrast look. Lenses included 
an Angenieux Optimo 24-290mm 
zoom and a vintage medium-format 
Pentax 6 x 7 still photography lens in 
a custom housing provided by B2Pro. 
“It’s a classic lens used back in the 
good old days when people just shot 
on film, a very well liked lens that now 
we’re able to use on a digital camera,” 
Devlin comments.

“Some people have happy 
accidents, but nothing with Steven 
is ever like that,” Devlin concludes. 
“Everything is completely thought 
out, and he spends tons of time 
thinking about the smallest elements: 
the color of the paint, texture, light, 
space. Even the small practicals that 
were on the set we spent a lot of time 
thinking about—what those would 
be, how the bed should look, how 
to create a feeling of starkness—but 
also, because it was such a small set, 
how to create some sense of a larger 
space.”   dv

Complete case solutions
Inside and Out.
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The SpoilS of BaBylonlook

B illed as the most celebrated achievement 
in television history, IFC’s miniseries par-
ody The Spoils of Babylon chronicles the 

dramatic lives of the Morehouse family, from their 
meager beginnings in the Texas oil fields to their 
later achievements in the opulent boardrooms of 
New York City.

The all-star cast, led by Tobey Maguire, Tim 
Robbins and Kristen Wiig, includes Jessica Alba, 
Will Ferrell, Jellybean Howie, Val Kilmer, Haley Joel 
Osment, Michael Sheen and Steve Tom. Produced 
by Funny or Die for IFC, The Spoils of Babylon 
is executive produced by Ferrell, Adam McKay, 
Matt Piedmont, Andrew Steele and Nate Young. 
Steele and Piedmont created and wrote the six-part 
series, which Piedmont directed, and which kicks 
off January 9 with back-to-back half-hour episodes 
on IFC.

The Spoils of Babylon begins in the Great 
Depression and World War I, then travels through 
the 1960s, ’70s and on into the ’80s. With a 
storyline spanning the bulk of the 20th century, 
cinematographer Giles Dunning collaborated 
closely with Piedmont and production designer 
Mark Snelgrove to create distinct looks for the 
project’s eras that nonetheless remain firmly 
rooted in a 1970s aesthetic. “It’s kind of like The 
Prisoner meets H.R. Pufnstuf,” Dunning says. “It’s 
meant for television, but we wanted it to be as 
cinematic as possible.”

The Spoils of Babylon was shot over four weeks 
starting in June using RED EPIC-M cameras 
outfitted with Panavision C Series anamorphic 
prime lenses, with color correction handled by 
Company 3 colorist Beau Leon. Dunning and 
camera assistant Devon Doyle assembled diffusion 
and filter packs tailored to represent each era. “The 
philosophy behind the project was that it was all 
shot in the ’70s but trying to project these different 
feels. We did some testing at Panavision and came 
up with different packs for different scenes—

The SpoilS of BaBylon
Creating A Rich Visual Vocabulary for the IFC Series

JENNIFER WOLFE

Cynthia Morehouse (Kristen Wiig)

Devon Morehouse (Tobey Maguire)
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combinations of color and diffusion that 
we would change for each time period,” 
Dunning relates. “We started off with 
more of a brown tone, using antique 
suede in the ’20s and ’30s. For the ’70s 
we used low-con filters, which were 
very popular back then. The low-con 
is such a classic ’70s look. There were 
times when I wondered if we’d gone too 
far, but when I see the piece together, it’s 
like, wow, it’s so beautiful.”

Dunning finds many advantages 
to shooting with the RED camera. 
“The chip being so fast was definitely 
an asset,” he says. “It’s not always 
fashionable to say so, but I like the 
RED. Some colorists say it has a slight 
magenta hue, but I tend to underexpose 
a little bit anyhow. I love the fact that 
it’s so small and versatile. With those 
lenses, the size of the camera makes it 
such a pleasure.”

Inevitably Dunning found himself 
influenced by cinematographer Gordon 
Willis, who is credited with creating 
some of the defining looks of the 1970s 
in films such as The Godfather trilogy, 
Annie Hall and All the President’s Men. 
“He was talking about how much yellow 
he would force into his printing lights, so 
that’s how I came up with shooting the 
’70s with a yellow filter,” Dunning says. 
“It’s definitely something you could 
have done later, in post, but that’s not 
how I want it to be. We want to commit, 
now. That’s really what it’s about.”

For a sequence shot on the beach, 
Dunning used what he describes as a 
“very heavy” Maui brown filter meant 
to emulate the warm, golden brown feel 
of Maui Jim sunglasses made popular 
in the 1970s. For a jungle sequence, 
Dunning employed an olive day-for-

Winston (Haley Joel Osment), Cynthia’s son, makes a nefarious 
deal and threatens to destroy everything the family has worked for. 

In episode six, the consequences of Cynthia 
and Devon’s taboo love finally comes to a head.
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night filter. “I’ve used it on film, years ago, and 
always thought it such an interesting color,” he 
comments.

The filmmakers also talked about changing 
the aspect ratio for certain scenes but ultimately 
decided against it. “At one point in the ’60s we 
thought of going back to 4:3, which is what they 
used then, and there was also discussion about 
whether the material with Will Ferrell should be 
shot at a different aspect ratio so it jumped out. I 

think that would have worked—it still had a late 
’70s/early ’80s vibe to it—but we stuck with the 
anamorphic, mostly because it’s so beautiful.”

Dunning likes pairing digital formats 
with vintage lenses and filters, although he 
acknowledges the combination is not without its 
challenges. “It gives it more of an organic feel, 
beats it into submission and makes it feel not 
quite so harsh,” he says. “But you’re putting three 
to four pieces of glass at the end of a camera at all 

times, so there are also a lot of reflection problems. 
Sometimes it was very painful,” he laughs, “but 
that’s part of the fun. To leave it all to post just 
seems like you’re giving it away to someone and 
you’re not committing. It’s nice to do it in-camera 
and commit to the scene and have a plan. 
Whenever I’ve worked on a narrative project I’ve 
tried to come up with narrative visuals and follow 
them religiously. Especially when you’re jumping 
around in a script, you need to have everything 
in place to remain consistent. You need to know 
where you’re going in the story.”   dv

In episode two, Devon enlists to serve in the war, against Cynthia’s wishes. His plane is shot down and the 
Morehouse family believes him dead. He returns home a decorated war hero with a new bride, Lady Anne 
(voiced by Carey Mulligan).

A big secret is revealed to Winston in episode five, 
setting his dastardly plan to crush Devon’s world 
into motion.
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AJA T-TAP 
Thunderbolt 

Powered SDI & 
HDMI Output 

A very small Thunderbolt bus-
powered device for high-quality 10-bit SD, HD and 
2K output through SDI and HDMI connections. This adapter 
enables a simple, unobtrusive means of getting professional 
A/V out of any Thunderbolt Mac system. 

Avid Media 
Composer 7

Media Composer 7 opens 
your possibilities even further, 
simplifying and accelerating 
file-based workflows and real-time 
production everywhere so you 
can focus on telling the best story 
possible. From new high-res 
workflows and AMA media 
management, to automated media 
operations and global collaboration, experience the industry’s 
preeminent NLE, now starting at just $999. With the new FrameFlex 
tool and LUT support, you can acquire 2K, 4K, and 5K media 
and deliver the HD programming required today, eliminating time-
consuming transcodes and resizing. 

800-323-232510-12 Charles St., Glen Cove, NY 11542

NEW! Matrox Monarch HD 
Live Streaming Appliance with Simultaneous Recording

Matrox Monarch HD is a small, easy-to-use video streaming and recording appliance 
designed for professional video producers who need to simultaneously stream a live event 
and record the master quality version for post-event editing. By separating the task of 
recording from streaming in a single integrated unit, Matrox Monarch HD ensures that the 
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) are focused on delivering quality video to your audience 
while you control the quality of the archive.

Videoguys.com is your source for video streaming and production

$99500

Crossgrade to Grass
Valley EDIUS Pro 7

It’s simple: EDIUS® Pro 7 is the 
fastest and most versatile real time 
editing software—4K, 3D, HD, SD, 
and almost any format from 24x24 
to 4Kx2K, all on the same timeline, 
even in nested sequences, all in real 
time. And now EDIUS has partnered 
with Blackmagic Design to support 
its PCIe DeckLink 4K Extreme and 
Thunderbolt-based UltraStudio 4K capture and playback devices 
for the most affordable 4K workflows.

$35900

NEW! SONY Vegas 
Pro 12

Combining a familiar track-based 
timeline with 100s of thoughtful 
workflow innovations, Vegas Pro 
12 simplifes the editing process 
while offering the high-end 
performance and features you’ve 
come to expect in an award-
winning NLE. Supporting more 
formats, more workflows, and more creative control than ever before, 
Vegas Pro 12 makes it easy to deliver your message and express 
your artistic vision. Includes DVD Architect & Dolby Encoder software 

Also available without DVD Architect & Dolby Encoder 
as the Sony Vegas Pro Edit - $399.95

$49900

Creative Cloud 
for Teams

Imagine if your team always 
had the best tools. Imagine 
if they could save time by 
seamlessly sharing files from 
any device. That’s Adobe® 
Creative Cloud™ for teams. 
You get the entire collection 
of CS6 tools and exclusive 
updates, along with lots of team-specific 
features that make working together — and managing licenses — 
easier than ever. All for one affordable annual subscription price. 
Creative Cloud for teams gives you Premiere Pro, After Effects, 
Photoshop, Illustrator, Flash & much more

$47900
/year

NewTek TriCaster 40 v2 All-in-one Video Production Solution
A complete HD multi-camera video production studio that enables anyone to create professional 
streaming television on a small budget. Version 2 of TriCaster 40 gives students, schools, small 
organizations, video bloggers, and independent producers access to the same production 
capabilities used by major networks – including customizable animated transitions, titles and 
graphics, improved file interoperability and much more.

$99900

Videoguys.com is your source for streaming 
media and live production equipment, storage, 
and video editing hardware and software. Our 
technicians can help you fi nd the BEST solution 
for YOUR needs... and budget. 

$69900

Videoguys.com is your source for hardware I/O solutions

A very small Thunderbolt bus-

Grass Valley ADVC-G1
Any In to SDI Multi-Function Converter

Convert and/or upconvert, by your choice, 
sources from HDMI, DVI, component, 
composite, S-Video, AES/EBU, and 
analog audio to HD/SD-SDI.

Videoguys.com is your source for converters & GPU

$99900
Matrox Convert DVI Plus

HD-SDI Scan Converter with Genlock

Now you can easily & economically take 
the computer-based content that is quickly 
becoming a key part of the nightly news to 
air. Downscale or upscale your region-of-
interest to any size & position on screen.

$99500

Videoguys.com is your source for Plug-Ins

Red Giant Shooter Suite
Includes BulletProof, a complete on-set footage 
prep and delivery solution that quickly takes you 
from backup through export. Fast, automatic audio 
syncing with PluralEyes 3. Plus LUT Buddy for 
sharing color decisions made on set, Instant HD 
for up-rezzing, and Frames for deinterlacing to 
integrate the footage you just shot 
with older video formats.

$35900Matrox MXO2 Mini with Matrox MAX
HD I/O Device with faster than realtime H.264 Encoding!   

Turn your inexpensive fl at-screen TV with HDMI into a pro-grade 
video monitor with color calibration tools. Plus full resolution, 
full-frame-rate, multi-layer, realtime video editing via Matrox 
RT™ technology; and faster than realtime H.264 encoding

$59900

$29500

NewBlue FX Titler Pro
Create beautiful, complex and compelling 3D 
and 2D title graphics through a fast and intuitive 
workspace. Tap into rich styles and dynamic 
animations, which will enliven your production 
with a quick to learn interface for 
immediate, stunning results. $19995

$1,89500

Bluefi sh444 Create|3D Ultra
Aimed at 4:4:4: digital intermediary and 3D I/O workflows. 
Features 3G-SDI, 3D Stereoscopic, a 12 bit video processing 
pipeline, pristine hardware-based scaling, DVI/HDMI out with 
3x 1D LUTs for 2K

Tiffen Dfx 3.0 Video/Film Plug-In
Simulating 2,000+ award-winning Tiffen glass 
filters, specialized lenses, optical lab processes, 
film grain, exacting color correction, plus natural 
light and photographic effects, the Tiffen Dfx suite 
is the definitive set of digital optical filters. One 
license will run in Adobe After Effects, Premiere 

Pro, Apple Final Cut Pro & Avid Media Composer & 
Symphony Editing Systems.

$44995

$5,99500

$59900

NVIDIA Quadro 
K2000

Outstanding 
NVIDIA Kepler™ 
Architecture 
Performance 
& Quad Display 
Support! You get 2GB of GDDR5 memory, 
384 SMX CUDA parallel processing cores, the 
ability to drive up to 4 displays simultaneously, 
and full Shader Model 5 compatibility; all in a 
single slot which requires no auxiliary power 

NEW! BluStor Complete Blu-ray 
Disc Archiving Solution

Eerything you need to back up your work, your 
memories, and your digital life to high-capacity, 
long-term reliable and secure Blu-ray discs!

$9995

Teradek VidiU
Live Streaming without a PC

Get the freedom to broadcast live high 
definition video directly to the Web without 
a PC. Whether you’re streaming out of 
a video switcher or wirelessly from your 
camera, VidiU allows you to go live when 
you want, where you want.  

$$$$6996996996990000

Telestream Wirecast 5 Live Streaming Production Software
Advanced production features & multiple source inputs for users who want to stream or record 
professional broadcasts to live or on-demand audiences. With added support for IP cameras, plus 
scoreboards, and virtual sets, this is the perfect solution for broadcasting live sporting events or 
advanced studio production. Now supports Matrox & AJA harwade

$47500
Call the Videoguys at 800-323-2325 for complete money-saving video streaming 

bundles including Wirecast 5 and your choice of Matrox or AJA Hardware! starting at

AJA KONA 3G
10-bit uncompressed 3G/HD/SD SDI I/O

AJA’s new plug-in for KONA 3G will support 
Wirecast 5 with up to four HD-SDI input 
channels and is the first video card to 
support 4K/Ultra HD input to Wirecast.

Videoguys.com is your source for video storage solutions

G-Technology G-RAID
Professional Video Storage Solutions 

Dual drive, professional RAID 0 storage 
solution with high-speed USB 3.0 and 
FireWire interfaces. Supports simultaneous playback of multiple layers of HDV/DVCPRO HD 
ProRes 422 HQ with the leading NLEs including Apple Final Cut Pro, Avid Media Composer 
& Symphony & Adobe CS6. 

$39995
now with USB3 starting at

$74995

G-Technology G-DOCK ev
Thunderbolt RAID with 2 removeable drives

Designed with the flexibility to accommodate 
unique workflows, the Evolution Series is a 
robust, expandable dual-bay storage solution. 
The G-DOCK ev with Thunderbolt is the 
hub of the system, which ships with two 1TB 
removable G-DRIVE ev hard drives.

Boris Continuum Complete AE
The most comprehensive VFX plug-in suite ever 
created for Adobe After Effects and Premiere 
Pro. A whopping 200+ filters include 3D Objects 
such as Extruded Text, 3D particle effects, image 
restoration tools, lens flares & lights, keys & 
mattes, 3 Way Color Grading, time-based effects 
such as Optical Stabilizer, warp and perspective 
effects, and blurs, glows, and 
cinematic effects. 

$99500

NEW! Hauppauge StreamEez Pro 
Broadcast your live events to hundreds, thousands or millions of viewers

Stream live events over the Internet to hundreds or thousands of viewers using popular 
professional streaming services such as Amazon Web Services and Wowza. The Streameez-
Pro system includes a high definition video encoder plus the Streameez-Pro application to 
make the setup and transmission of live Internet events simple enough for non-technical people to 
use. Stream church events, school sport meets, local school board meetings, town hall meetings and 
any other live event in full HD with the best streaming services available today.

$26900

Cerevo LiveShell PRO
HD Live Streaming with H.264

High quality live broadcasting encoded in 
H.264+AAC, with a resolution of 720p and 
a bitrate that can go up to 10Mbs. H.264 
profile can be set to 3 different types; high, 
main and baseline profiles. With LiveShell 
PRO you can broadcast on iOS devices, in 
addition to computers and Android tablets.

$69900

$11,99000

NewTek TriCaster 410 with TriCaster 40 Control Surface
Are you working with SDI cameras? The TriCaster 410 is a new, affordable solution 
for delivering mid-sized webcasts and events with SDI cameras and TV-style 
production visuals; streamed or aired live, or saved to the drive, and done

special thru 2/28/14

$1,99500
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review

IntellIgent, AdAptAble ImAgIng
Canon’s EOS C500 Allows Deluxe Digital Cinematography

ChuCk Gloman

LUST CAnon eoS C500 

When Canon launched the Cinema EoS System in november 2011, the 
professional digital cinematography line included seven EF Cinema 
lenses and the EoS C300 camera in Pl and EF mount configurations. 
In the intervening years, Canon has added the C100 camera (EF 
mount) and the C500, which is available in EF and Pl lens mount 
configurations. EF mount is compatible with most of Canon’s still 
camera lens stock, and Pl mount accepts Canon’s outstanding Cinema 
Series lenses. Cinema Series zooms are available in EF and Pl mount.

Product: Canon EOS 
C500 and 14.5-60mm T2.6 
Cinema Series lens

Pros: Superior image 
quality, many shooting 
speeds and formats, looks 
like (and is) a professional 
camera.

Cons: Extremely 
expensive, difficult to 
maneuver between setups, 
humungous image files, 
and latest versions of 
editing systems needed to 
edit files.

Bottom Line: Clearly 
the best camera Canon 
makes. All you need to go 
Hollywood is this camera 
and a director’s chair with 
your name on it.

MSRP: Canon EOS C500 
body $30,000, 14.5-60mm 
T2.6 Cinema Series lens 
$45,000

Online: www.cinemaeos.
usa.canon.com

Quick Take

video
digital

Excellence  
Award

Chuck Gloman (at camera) takes the Canon EOS C500 and 14.5-60mm cinema zoom lens into the field.
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I was fortunate to receive the more professional 
(and more expensive) PL mount version of the 
C500 with a Canon 14.5-60mm T2.6 Cinema Series 
lens for review.

The EOS C500 4K digital cinema camera is the 
flagship of Canon’s Cinema EOS family. Direct 
readout from its Super 35mm 4K CMOS image 
sensor allows for uncompressed 2K or HD 4:4:4 
RGB, as well as 4K half raw (HRAW), at up to 120p 
frame rates to be output to external recorders 
via 3G-SDI serial interface. To accommodate 4K 
production, it can also shoot in either the cinema-
centric 4096 x 2160 format or the television-
centric 3840 x 2160 UHDTV format by delivering 
uncompressed 4K raw output to external recorders.

I’m familiar with the operation of the C100, but 
I still needed to consult the manual to learn how 
to use the C500 most effectively. While the two 
cameras share many buttons and features, they are 
not the same. 

The C500 is larger and heavier than a DSLR, 
weighing in at 6.5 lb. without lens. (The 14.5-
60mm T2.6 Cinema Series lens I received for this 
review added another 9.9 lb. to my setup.) All of 
the camera’s functions are easily accessible on the 
right (facing the camera) and include most of the 
features that are repeated in the menu. I found the 
two large dials here, the Select and Control dials, 
much easier to access than the little joystick on the 
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All of the camera’s functions 
are easily accessible.

Video configuration options for MXF recording and playback

Video configuration for 4K and 2K modes
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LCD monitor. Differing strength built-in ND filters 
(ND1 2 stops, ND2 4 stops, ND3 6 stops) are added 
or removed by pressing the plus or minus buttons.

The opposite side of the camera houses a 
multitude of connectors: sync out, genlock, HDMI 
out, timecode in/out and HD/SD-SDI. The C500 
also features dual 3G-SDI terminals that can output 
4K or 2K image data to an external recorder. The 
dual MON terminals are HD-SDI terminals that 
can output YCC 4:2:2 10-bit 2K or full HD video, 
allowing external live monitoring during shoots 
using an external monitor with SDI input.

In 4K and 2K modes, the camera outputs image 
data for recording with an external recorder. In 4K 
mode, the camera outputs Canon raw image data, 
which is free of compression noise. In 2K mode, the 
camera outputs up to an RGB 4:4:4 12-bit signal. 
In MXF mode, the camera records HD audio and 
video to CompactFlash (CF) cards. HD recordings 
are saved as MXF files and are compatible with 
most NLE software. For example, you can use these 
MXF files as proxy video for your NLE software. 
Furthermore, even in 4K and 2K modes, the camera 
can record MXF files on a CF card.

Where the camera really shines, in my opinion, 
is in its many recording options. When recording in 
4K or 2K mode, you can select the recording mode 
(RAW, HRAW, RGB 4:4:4 12-bit, RGB 4:4:4 10-bit 
or YCC 4:2:2 10-bit), system frequency (59.94 Hz, 
50.00 Hz, 24.00 Hz), resolution (various settings 
from 1920 x 1080 to 4096 x 2160) and frame rate 
(various settings from 23.98p up to 59.94p). When 
recording in MXF mode, you can select the system 
frequency, bit rate, resolution and frame rate of 
your recordings.

Because there are two CF card slots, when 
one CF card becomes full, the recording will 
automatically continue on the other one without 
interruption when you use relay recording. In 
addition, using double slot recording lets you 
record the same clip simultaneously to both CF 
cards. There is also an SD card slot for still images 
and recording of camera settings and metadata.

In Use
The PL mount lens I received was an extremely 
sharp Canon 14.5-60mm T2.6 Cinema Series unit. 
This 10 lb. monster delivers stunning images in any 
resolution when placed in front of the C500’s Super 
35mm sensor. Canon offers two compact zooms 
that weigh less: the 15.5-47mm wide-angle cinema 
zoom and the 30-105mm telephoto cinema zoom, 
both 4.8 lb. and available in PL and EF mount.

In a typical 4K workflow for the C500 camera, you would shoot in 4K mode and record 4K raw data using an 
external recorder connected to the camera’s 3G-sDI terminals. Insert a CF card into the camera to record an MXF 
clip simultaneously with the 4K raw data. Develop the raw data using the Cinema RAW Development software to 
generate full-quality data. (You can also generate proxy data with the software.) Transfer the MXF file or proxy data to 
your nLe system and edit offline. Then perform color grading based on the full-quality data and the eDL created from 
offline editing.

Canon Cn-e14.5-60mm T2.6 wide-
angle cinema zoom lens (PL mount)

Where the camera really shines, in my opinion,  
is in its many recording options.
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I was able to shoot three films with the C500 and 
14.5-60mm lens combo. The first piece was a 4:26 
continuous dolly move from an extreme close-up 
to a wide shot. Having the focal distance clearly 
printed on the lens barrel made the assistant 
camera’s job much easier. We recorded the piece in 
log mode and color corrected in post.

The second film was shot outdoors during the 
peak of fall foliage. I found that the camera’s mass 
made it difficult to maneuver, but the images it 
shot were breathtaking. Our rail system didn’t offer 
support for the lens, so I stabilized the lens with a 

block of wood. I don’t recommend 
shooting without lens 
support.

I shot a third film 
in 2K that called for 
both interior and 
exterior setups. I 
found that using a 
professional camera 
like this one creates a 
different vibe on the set. Also it takes 
a little extra time to set up each shot. 

The C500 takes a few moments to reset once you 
change the system frequency, frame rate or look.

There was a hiccup in the post process: I was 
not able to open the MXF files created by the C500 
in Apple Final Cut Pro 7 and had to purchase 
Final Cut Pro X. Once FCP X was installed, I was 
immediately able to manipulate the footage.

There are a few things this camera does 
extremely well. You won’t find a camera that 
will shoot better images, with so many recording 
options and speeds, and with the ability to 
customize your image and save parameters for 
future shoots.

There are some drawbacks with a camera of this 
aptitude, however. It shoots incredible video, but at 
a price. The C500 I tested costs about $30,000 for 
the body and another $45,000 for the lens. Further, 
your external recorders and hard drives will fill 
up quickly with the camera’s larger file sizes, and 

when shooting in 2K or 4K, the batteries won’t last 
more than an hour.

If you are ready to bump up your image quality 
to compete with the ARRI Alexa cameras that high-
end studios are using, it’s going to cost you a little. 
But if you have the budget, look no further than 
Canon’s EOS C500 and your next epic will stand 
out from the pack.   dv

Available Recording Modes by System Priority
System Priority Recording Mode Description

4K

RAW
Standard recording mode for 4K clips. This recording mode 
features a 10-bit bit depth and should be used if you plan to 
develop the clip using the Cinema RAW Development software.

HRAW
Recording mode for use with slow and fast motion recording when 
you want to set the shooting frame rate from 62p to 120p (for 
59.94 Hz recordings) or 52p to 100p (for 50.00 Hz recordings).

2K

RGB444 12-bit Standard recording modes for 2K clips. These recording modes use 
the RGB color space, 4:4:4 color sampling, and have a 12-bit or 
10-bit bit depth. Higher image quality than YCC422 10-bit mode.RGB444 10-bit

YCC422 10-bit

Recording mode for use with slow and fast motion recording when 
you want to set the shooting frame rate from 62p to 120p (for 
59.94 Hz recordings) or 52p to 100p (for 50.00 Hz recordings). This 
recording mode uses the YCC color space, 4:2:2 color sampling, 
and has a 10-bit bit depth.

Chuck Gloman and C500

Camera configuration with monitor  
and handle for carrying
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LoweL BLender Kitlust

Enter the Lowel Blender Three-
Light Kit, which consists of three 
Lowel Blender LED fixtures (with 
power cables and diffusers for each) 
and three Lowel Uni-Stands in a Slim 
Litebag that’s less than 2’ long. The kit 
weighs about 17 lb.

The Blender light itself comprises 
six 5,000° K LEDs (daylight) and six 
3,000° K LEDs (tungsten), with rear 
dimmers for each set of bulbs. The 

daylight and tungsten LEDs 
may be blended to achieve 
the optimal color output for a 
given environment. Diffusers 

vary the character of the light. 
One Blender weighs 1.2 lb. 
without cable.

Lowel provides an AC 
power adapter. Battery sleds 

for Panasonic, Canon and Sony 
batteries are available as options. 

Additionally, Lowel sells a cigarette 
plug cable (5’), a 4-pin XLR cable (5’) 

and an Anton/Bauer D-Tap cable (5’).
The Blender three-light kit includes 

three Lowel light stands. I would 
ordinarily not recommend these stands 
because they are so lightweight, but 
they are more than adequate to hold 
the Blender even when fully extended. 
Each Blender in the kit ships with three 
diffusers that fit into a slot on the front of 

range of PossiBiLities
Working with the Adaptable, Adjustable Lowel Blender Three-Light Kit

NED SOLTz

For many shooters today, the watchword is “compact.” Cameras are smaller and, unfortunately, 
limited budgets mean crews are smaller as well. Throw a DSLR and a couple of lenses in a 
backpack, add some cards and a few extra batteries, strap your tripod to the backpack and all you 
need is lighting. The run-and-gun shooter may find himself in a variety of lighting environments 
over the course of the day and needs a kit that can accommodate them all.

Product: Lowel Blender 
Three-Light Kit

Pros: Compact. Well 
constructed. Offers ability to 
blend daylight and tungsten 
light or use either of the 
color temps separately.

Cons: No barndoors 
or lighting control other 
than diffusers. No color 
temperature readouts 
to show the exact 
temperature of your blend. 
Insufficient punch for darker 
environments.

Bottom Line: A great 
kit for the videographer on 
the run. Solidly built lights 
with apparent high CRI. 
Everything packs into a light 
bag just 23” long.

MSRP: $2,050 for three-
light kit. Also available as 
individual lights or in one- 
or two-light kits.

Online: www.lowel.com/
kits/blender3light.html

Quick Take
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the light.
I used the three-light kit during my evaluation 

period specifically for one-shot interviews and 
found them adequate in some situations but 
less than adequate in others. In a room with 
window illumination and other light sources, the 
Blenders provided great facial fill and backlight. 
In that mixed lighting situation, I was able to 
blend the daylight and tungsten to achieve good 
balance and then manually white balance the 
camera.

In another interview in a room with less 
ambient light, the Blenders demonstrated their 

limitations. Since Lowel does not offer barndoors 
for the Blender, I had to rely on the old standby 
black foil to provide more directed light on the 
subject. With full tungsten intensity and a little 
daylight to reduce the red, I needed to supplement 
with the room’s overhead tungsten BR40 recessed 
lighting. While the mixed lighting and the skin 
tones looked quite pleasant after minimal grading, 
the Blenders alone were not enough illumination 
in that instance.

The Blender’s build quality is excellent. The 
fixture is constructed of aluminum steel and 
thermo plastic, with the same Lowel light stand 

foot that users expect. Blender feels sturdier than 
bargain-basement LEDs and even some higher-
priced lights.

Unlike those bargain-basement LEDs, I 
detected no green spike from the Blender fixture. I 
confirmed it by shooting a gray card illuminated by 
a Blender and verifying on a vectorscope.

The bottom line: Lowel has produced a high-
quality compact light at a reasonable price point. 
Whether used individually or in a kit, Blender is 
versatile. It’s a superb addition to the toolkit of any 
on-the-run shooter. It isn’t the solution for every 
situation and doesn’t provide the illumination that 
a larger light can provide. But with any shoot, you 
should scout out the location first to ensure you 
bring the right lighting for the job.   dv

Lowel Blender Three-Light Kit
Weight: 17 lb.

Includes: Three Lowel Blenders, each 
with supplied front clear safety plastic, 
auto voltage-setting AC adapter and three 
accessory front diffusers; three Lowel Uni-
Stands; one Slim Litebag.

Lowel Blender
Size: 6.5” x 4.5” x 3.5”

Weight less cable: 1.2 lb.

AC wattage draw: 16 W per fixture

Max amperage: 1.25-3 amps per fixture, 
depending on input voltage

Beam control: Fixed focus LEDs with three 
accessory diffusers (lite frost, cracked ice, 
prismatic) to vary quality

Fits on: 5/8” studs and accessories

Switch: In-head

Lowel Uni-Stand
Size: 21.5” folded. Extends to 7’11”

Weight: 2.4 lb.

Notes: All-aluminum stand, wide base, legs 
can lie flat to floor, large locking knobs. Folds 
compactly.

Lowel Slim Litebag
Size: 23” x 9” x 6”

Weight: 3.5 lb.

Notes: New Litebag, more compact than 
Lowel Small Litebag. Made of polyester with 
vinyl coated backing. Supplied with Velcro 
partitions and padded shoulder straps.

Technical Specs

Lowel Blender Three-Light Kit

These charts show footcandle readings for Lowel Blender, at full combined brightness (both daylight and tungsten 
LEDs), as well as daylight and tungsten LEDs separately at full brightness. Readings are shown with and without 
supplied lite frost front diffuser attached.
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Features
The LitePad Loop is a 9.1” diameter 
ring light that installs around 
the lens of a camera for 
on-axis lighting. The 
LitePad light engine 
consists of 5,800° 
K LEDs beneath 
a white plastic 
ring. Consuming 
just 24 watts of 
power, it may 
be powered 
by AC adapter, 
cigarette lighter 
adapter or an 
eight-AA-batter y 
DC power supply. 
The bulb in the 2.4 lb. 
unit has a lifespan of some 
60,000 hours.

LitePad Loop is available 
individually and as a kit, which offers 
additional power and mounting accessories. 
I tested the kit, which includes the LitePad Loop with 
mounting assembly, a color filter pack with eight filters 
(CTO and diffusion), a single fader dimmer, AA battery 
pack, 4” L-bracket and 8” rods, a light stand plate, 10’ 
extension cable, and a 2.5 amp AC transformer with an 
assortment of power plugs for international travel.

Loop’s opening is large enough to accommodate 
almost any lens that’s less than 300mm in focal length. 
The mounting bracket attaches firmly to the Loop via a 
powerful magnet. Loop’s dimmability means it can be 

used full strength outdoors and at partial 
strength indoors or near talent.

In use
I used the LitePad Loop 

for several photo 
shoots and on a 

video project. Its 
soft, diffused light 
is perfect for 
shooting people. 
For the photo 
portion of my 
evaluation, I used 

a Nikon D700 with 
a 24-120mm lens. 

The shorter rods 
supplied with the kit 

allowed the lens to poke 
through the Loop, and I 

was able to add CTO filter rings 
easily when shooting indoors.

Attaching the Loop to the camera 
couldn’t be easier. The strong magnet instantly 

grabs the mounting assembly, and sliding the 
thumbscrew up or down creates a perfect fit with the 
Loop itself. The camera lens should be positioned flush 
with the face of the LitePad Loop.

I appreciated the on/off switch on the AA battery 
holder and the on/off toggle on the Loop itself as aides 
in preventing unnecessary battery drain. Instant power-
up with no color temperature shift when dimming 
reminded me how much I enjoy working with LED 
lighting devices.

Rosco Labs LitePad LooP lust

Ring, tones
Rosco’s LitePad Loop Is A Dependable, Dimmable Device

ChuCK GLOmAN

I’ve been anticipating getting my hands on a ring light for quite a while. having a dimmable 
source of illumination right next to your lens is a perfect lighting solution for many situations. 
Not only will you add a bit of brightness, you’ll also be putting a sparkle in your talent’s eye. 
Recently I was offered Rosco’s new LitePad Loop Pro Kit for review.

Product: rosco Labs 
LitePad Loop Pro Kit

Pros: small size, easy to 
pack, dims without color 
temperature shift, minimal 
heat output. Indoors it is 
the perfect fill light because 
of its location so close to 
the subject. You can’t get 
much closer than mounting 
a light on the lens. the 
option of aC or DC power 
makes the unit even more 
versatile.

Cons: Large and slightly 
cumbersome. It takes a 
while to mount and the type 
of rails you’ll use depends 
on your camera. not 
enough punch outdoors.

Bottom Line: a small 
kit that travels anywhere for 
fill light or eye sparkle.

MSRP: $1,099 as supplied 
for this review

Online: www.rosco.com/
litepad/litepadLoop.cfm

Quick Take
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On an indoor shoot on a tungsten-balanced 
set, I added the one-half CTO gel to shift the Loop’s 
daylight color temperature closer to tungsten. At 
a distance of 6’ from the talent, I needed the 
Loop at full power (10 on the dimmer control) to 
compensate for the light loss from the CTO filter. 
The telltale ring of LEDs appeared in the talent’s 
eyes and the partial CTO was just warm enough to 
enhance her skin tone. I was aware going into the 
shoot that LEDs have a rapid falloff, but what other 
type of light can you use all day without baking the 
talent?

Outside, it was another story. Using AA battery 

power for the Loop and at a distance of 3’ from the 
talent, our shaded location was still too bright for 
the Loop to make any difference except perhaps 
to add a twinkle in the talent’s eyes. It helped to 
move the rig closer, but even in full shade the Loop 
doesn’t really have enough punch to compete 
outdoors.

On my video shoot, I switched to a Canon EOS 
5D Mark II with 24-70mm and 70-200mm f/2.8 
lenses. When I changed cameras, I needed to switch 
to the 8” rods because of the longer lens. The only 
lighting in the scene came from a 200W Inky and a 
750W Tweenie. With the actors lit, I mounted the 

Loop and used it without diffusion (even though 
the color temperature was cooler) at full power. The 
blue cast of the Loop added a cooler quality to the 
actors in the tense scene I was shooting. Here the 
Loop was perfect, offering both a cooler cast and an 
eyelight for the actors. This is the reason I wanted 
a ring light in the first place. When you are close to 
your talent and need a little extra soft illumination, 
mounting something around the lens of the camera 
is really the only way to go.

Summary
The LitePad Loop is designed to add a little extra 
fill illumination. With the extra filters, it becomes 
a variable color temperature source that works 
flawlessly in close quarters.   dv

Specs 
Dimensions 9.1” (diameter) x 1.3” (depth)

Weight 2.4 lb.

Color 
temperature 5,800° K (approximate)

Power 12V DC input

Power 
consumption 24W (2A at 12V DC)

Lamp life 60,000 hours

Operating 
temperature -22° F – 185° F
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Myriad microphones, mixers and adapters already 
exist for DSLRs and cameras in this market space. 
Shure’s approach is to bring professional audio features 
to the small camera shooter at a reasonable price point.

With a sturdy isolation suspension system, Shure’s 
compact LensHopper camera-mount condenser 
microphones, the VP83 and VP83F, are engineered 
to provide broadcast professionals, videographers, 
filmmakers, video journalists, field reporters and 
others with an all-in-one solution for capturing 
directional, high-quality audio with DSLR cameras and 
portable video/audio recorders. The VP83 model is 

microphone-only, while the VP83F features integrated 
Flash recording to MicroSDHC card (up to 32 GB) and 
playback functionality.

The lightweight VP83 and VP83F condenser mics 
include highly directional super-cardioid/lobar polar 
acoustic pickup patterns to reject unwanted off-axis 
audio, making them excellent shotgun mics for run-
and-gun DSLR shooters. Both microphones include an 
integrated Lyre shock mount developed with Rycote for 
robust isolation.

The VP83 features easily accessible controls, 
including a three-position gain switch to compensate 

Shure VP83F LenShoPPerlust

ComPaCt, Camera-mounted  
and highLy CaPabLe
Capturing Audio with Shure’s VP83 and VP83F LensHopper Microphones

NeD SoLTz

“Compact” is the word of the year. DSLRs have earned their spot as 
integral tools in the video production arsenal, and manufacturers 
are increasingly offering miniature cameras with professional 
cinematography features, such as the Pocket Cinema Camera from 
Blackmagic Design. even with their outsized imaging capabilities, 
though, these smaller cameras have a weakness: audio recording.

Products: Shure VP83 
and VP83F LensHopper

Pros: High-quality 
preamps for faithful 
reproduction. Low-cut filter. 
Rycote foam windscreen 
and optional furry 
Windjammer. Lightweight. 
Simple to use.

Cons: VP83F weighs 
several ounces more than 
VP83. Cannot adjust the 
angle to which unit is 
mounted to camera.

Bottom Line: A very 
reasonably positioned 
option for obtaining high-
quality audio with DSLRs 
and other small cameras.

MSRP: VP83F $349, VP83 
(without recorder) $229

Online: www.shure.
com/americas/products/
microphones/vp/vp83f

Quick Take

video
digital

Excellence  
Award

Shure VP83F 
LensHopper 

Shure VP83 
LensHopper
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for different recording 
environments and a 
low-cut filter switch to 
eliminate distracting 
background noise. 
The VP83 sports an 
impressive 130 hours 
of battery life from one 
AA battery.

The VP83F with 
Flash recording and 
playback functionality enables .wav 
file capture at 24-bit/48 kHz sampling 
rate for direct-to-device recording 
and added audio redundancy. With a 
dedicated headphone audio output, the 
VP83F simplifies real-time monitoring.

Both models include a hot shoe 
mount with 1/4” threaded base. 
The short shotgun has a standard 
foam windscreen and optional furry 
windscreen.

I recommend the VP83F over the 
VP83 because its integrated recording 
features allow the shooter to record 
simultaneously to camera (for backup) 
and the microphone’s MicroSDHC 
card. Furthermore, the higher quality 
preamps in the Shure trump the audio 
circuitry of many smaller cameras. 
LensHopper allows the user to set input 
gain levels, which is particularly useful 
for those cameras where the automatic 
gain (AGC) feature cannot be disabled.

The VP83F is simple to operate. You’ll 
find simply a power button, a record 
button and a center joystick. Push to 
the left to toggle the low-cut filter. Push 
to the right for a menu structure that 
controls microphone gain, monitor 
level via the mic’s headphone jack, and 
the low-cut filter.

Shotgun-style on-camera micro-
phones are best for run-and-gun 
situations and ENG-style close interviews 
or dialogue. The VP83F (and the VP83, if 
you trust recording to the DSLR only) 
produces clear audio with excellent 
rejection of lateral sound. The shock 
mount and low-cut filter attenuate wind 
and handling noise. For shooters on the 
run, LensHopper allows excellent audio 
reproduction at a reasonable price.   dv

Technical Specs
VP83 VP83F

Type Electret condenser

Frequency response 50 - 20,000 Hz

Polar pattern Super-cardioid/lobar

Connector type 3.5mm (1/8”) dual mono, unbalanced Camera: 3.5mm (1/8”) dual mono, unbalanced; Headphones: 3.5mm (1/8”) dual mono

Power requirements 1 AA battery (alkaline, NiMH, lithium) 2 AA batteries (alkaline, NiMH, lithium)

Battery life 130 hours from 1 AA alkaline battery 10 hours (record mode) from 2 AA alkaline batteries

Net weight 4.7 oz 7.6 oz
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Because i usually operate as a one-man-band, i was 
on the lookout for an affordable, dependable, light-
weight tripod solution. my search uncovered miller’s 
Compass 12 fluid head, which was a perfect match 
for my needs when combined with miller’s Solo CF 
sticks. the setup supports a payload of 4.4 to 22 lb. 
and weighs just 14.3 lb.

i’ve been using it on various projects, from fast-
paced documentary shooting to hiking up hills to 
capture wildlife shots. it’s been an ideal companion 
and has become one of my proudest purchases. 
the nature of my work often requires a quick move 
between shots, where seconds matter. Fighting a 
heavy tripod into position while losing a shot is a 
painful experience, so i have been delighted with how 

easy this miller tripod system is to work with.
panning and tilting on the Compass 12 is controlled 

by four selectable drag positions (including 0), 
which i have found to be sufficient. Four selectable 
counterbalance positions make it quick and easy to 
balance the camera when changing lenses or adding/
removing accessories. the optional mounting block 
allows me to attach an accessory such as an external 
monitor to the head rather than the camera. this 
means such accessories can be added or removed 
without having to rebalance the camera.

it is often said that cameras are for Christmas 
and tripods are for life. i certainly have no regrets 
choosing this tripod and look forward to many more 
productive shoots with this able companion.

australian-born cameraman/photographer and for-
mer professional kayaker dan Campbell-Lloyd offers 
a unique perspective on the world of action sports. 
His visuals can be seen in Focused, a series that airs 
on european adventure sports network rush Hd.

“i’ve been using Sachtler products for more than 
ten years and simply couldn’t do a project without 
them,” Campbell-Lloyd says. “each of my tripods 
[Sachtler ace L fluid head and Sachtler Video 18p fluid 
head with Sachtler CF 100 L tripod] have outlasted 
and outperformed any similar equipment that i or my 
friends have had. the equipment just works in every 
condition, from the freezing cold mountains in alaska 
to being jammed in the back of a kayak on the Congo 
river. Sachtler is simply smooth, tough and reliable 
every time.

“right now i’m shooting the triple Crown of 
Surfing,” he continues. “i’m using my Canon eoS 7d, 

red epiC and my ace L and Video 18p. Sachtler 
helped me capture images of the first big swell of 
the winter. the surf was big and so was the crowd at 
Waimea Bay.”

this shoot was a piece of cake 
for Campbell-Lloyd compared 
to some of his challenges. 
“in the winter of 2012 i was 
shooting for mSp Films in the 
tordrillo mountains of alaska,” 
he recalls. “Normally on these 
trips we would have two or three 
shooters and a photographer—
this trip was just three athletes, 
two guides and me up in the 
helicopter. the cool thing was 
that we could just fly around and 
ski anything we wanted. the hard 

thing was that i could only bring so much gear. Without 
my very light and stable Sachtler tripod, none of the 
shots would have been possible.”

Miller CoMpass 12 solo offers  
flexible shooting solution

by Ro TieRney

aCtion sports Covered with  
saChtler’s Cf 100 l tripod 

in this month’s Buyer’s guide we examine tripods, monopods and camera heads from the perspectives of the professionals who are using them for their productions. 
Whether they’re shooting musical numbers for the feature Black Nativity, surfing competitions or time-lapse videos from the side of a cliff, these pros depend on 
reliable and versatile camera support systems.

tripods, Monopods and CaMera heads

Dan Campbell-Lloyd relies on Sachtler to shoot 
the Reef Hawaiian Pro surfing competition.
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there are tripods for certain purposes and then there 
is the magnum Xg, a camera support sturdy and 
versatile enough to handle anything you can throw 
at it. (magnum Xg is part of tiffen’s davis & Sanford 
multipurpose tripod range.)

i enjoy shooting time-lapse films, where sturdiness 
is a must. i came across the magnum Xg while 
searching for a tripod that would handle a specific 
task: shooting a time-lapse sequence on the side of a 
cliff. until then i’d had a variety of tripods for various 
uses, but i knew that the cliff shoot would require an 
extremely stable support that could be weighted and 
locked down. the location where we were shooting 
has extremely high winds all year round.

We decided that the magnum Xg offered the 
sturdiness i needed for that particular shoot. the 
magnum Xg ships with the FX12 head, but on their 
recommendation we decided on the magnum Xg13, 

which comes with the heavy-duty FX13 fluid three-
way pan and tilt head.

it should be noted that, at around 6.7 lb., this isn’t a 
light setup. the tripod can handle a max load of 15 lb. 

and the head can support up to 12 lb.
i’m sure we would have lost a fair few shots 

without the magnum Xg. it’s something we always 
pack and can rely on no matter the situation.

as an independent photographer providing images 
to Japanese television stations, i own and am respon-
sible for my camera equipment. in the last few years a 
lot of my business has involved golf tournaments, so i 
began investigating lightweight camera support gear 
that would be easy to carry and deploy.

i knew that i would need a well 
balanced camera head in order to 
follow the fast-moving golf balls. 
When capturing this sort of action, 
the camera has to smoothly follow the 
ball as it moves up in its trajectory and 
then very rapidly tilt down and stop 
without any jolts or jars as the ball 
drops on the green. 

Fortunately i had a chance to 
experience the Libec head at a 
trade show. i quickly found that the 
response from the Libec head was 
much superior to that offered by a 
competing product. the price of 
the Libec head was also attractive, 

about half that of the head i had originally considered 
purchasing.

i’m currently using the rSp-750m system to cover 
volleyball and mLB reports and am very satisfied with 
its performance. i’ve found that the head is ideal for 
capturing all dynamic scenes in sporting events. right 

out of the box the rSp-750m system was responsive, 
perfectly balanced and easy to use, providing me with 
confidence that i was going to get the sort of shots i 
needed. and the price point is also quite reasonable 
considering the performance and overall quality of 
the product.

Davis & sanforD MagnuM Xg  
allows sturDier shoots

by TrisTan Jud

libec support iMproves sports shoots
by Tsuneo azuma
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music and dance are a big part of the contempo-
rary adaptation of Langston Hughes’ holiday musical 
drama Black Nativity. “practically every dance or song 
number relied on instinct and the ability to whip pan, 
snap zoom or even grab the focus in the process of 
discovering the most dynamic shots,” says cinematog-
rapher anastas michos, aSC. “that’s where my favor-
ite support—the oConnor 2575—was invaluable.”

michos chose to shoot with the arri alexa and 
panavision primo lenses. “using a gear head would 
have been out of the question,” he says. “oConnor 
equipment has been with me through 10 years of 
operating major Hollywood productions, and another 
ten years of dp’ing over 20 features,” he says. “i can’t 
imagine shooting anything without an oConnor 100 
[fluid head] and a 2575 in my camera package.” 

one of the most dynamic challenges in this 
musical was to keep the camera moving during the 

dance numbers. “i usually set up two cameras, both on 
oConnors, on two perpendicular tracks,” he explains. 
“one had a 4:1 zoom and the other (mine) had the 
heavy 11:1 zoom. this allowed the director to intercut 
matching action from two different angles. the fast 
dolly moves combined with changes in focal length 
would have been impossible with a geared head. the 
oConnors fit the bill perfectly.”

Shooting in an old box warehouse in Chicago for the 
Lauren Santee music video “Let down” provided some 
challenges for producer/director Kevin otterness, 
but it gave him the opportunity to try out the Vinten 
Vision blue5 pan and tilt head.

“From the original wood floors to the old-
fashioned light fixtures, this location had everything 
we were looking for in terms of the overall look and 
feel for the video,” he says. “one of the challenges was 
getting into those old, tight hallways and corners with 
the camera. Having the Vision blue5 on set helped us 
get into those areas with ease.”

otterness shot with a Canon eoS C300 and a 
variety of lenses. the Vision blue5 handled the 
shooting package deftly. “the Vision blue5 is 
lightweight and easy to move around on set. the 
drag, pan and tilt are very smooth and it has a great 
counterbalance range.”

this is otterness’ first use of Vinten. during pre-
production he was searching for a system that would 
support a fully rigged cine-style camera and “would 

be able to handle the normal abuse that comes with 
working on a set day after day. as a director and dp on 
this music video, i wanted something that could easily 

go from a whip pan to a nice smooth tilt movement. 
the ‘infinitely variable’ LF drag system was perfect—
and a must for me when shooting a music video.”

Black Nativity StabilizeS  
with OCOnnOr 2575

by AnAstAs Michos, Asc

Santee ShOOt StayS SmOOth  
with Vinten ViSiOn blue5

(L-R) Singer Lauren Santee, 1st AC Jeremy Widen, 2nd AC Aaron Michael Mills, director/DP Kevin Otterness

photo by eric benson
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←  adorama
Flashpoint V2ah 3pod tripod
an aluminum three-section video tripod with fluid head designed by Flashpoint, adorama’s in-house brand, the 
V2aH 3pod tripod is designed for stability and portability. it is able to support payloads of up to 11 lb. the three-
tiered extendable leg system reaches a full height of 77.56” and features rubber feet, large, easy-to-grasp turning 
knobs and a torsion-resistant aluminum center brace. a two-way fluid metal pan head can be attached to the body 
of the V2aH tripod with a half-bowl adapter mounting system, providing users with a 360-degree range of motion 
with dampening, a built-in bubble level and individual directional locking.  www.adorama.com

manFrotto  →
MVh500a Fluid head
a lightweight fluid video head designed for users of dSLrs and smaller video cameras, the 
mVH500a is built using manfrotto’s Bridging technology.  the “hollowed out” structure of 
Bridging technology heads allows the 500’s top plate to provide better support for the 
wider shape of dSLrs. the top plate is also longer and slides to balance the shifting center 
of gravity of cameras with interchangeable prime and zoom lenses. the mVH500a, which 
replaces the manfrotto 701HdV video head, has a preset counterbalance of 5.3 lb. but is 
able to support equipment of up to 11 lb.  www.manfrotto.us

VariZoom  →
ChiCkenFoot Monopod
a four-stage monopod with a folding tripod base, top support plate 
with a reversible mounting stud, and spiked feet that are interchange-
able with pre-mounted rubber feet, VariZoom’s ChickenFoot mono-
pod combines the portability and quick setup of a monopod with the 
stability of a tripod base. the tripod base is connected to the mono-
pod section with a ball joint that allows smooth repositioning of the 
monopod so users can capture any angle. the ChickenFoot features 
a carbon fiber design that allows the unit to collapse into a compact 
form and expand to an extended height of 6.6’.  www.varizoom.com

←  SHotoku BroadCaSt SyStemS
sX-300 pan and tilt Fluid head
the SX-300, Shotoku’s mid-weight manual eFp pan and tilt fluid head, features a robust build 
and ergonomic design. With an 88 lb. max payload and wide-balance capability, the SX-300 head 
accommodates a flat base or 150mm ball. it supports an array of cameras, lenses and accessories, 
making it suitable for field production, oB and studio use. the head offers smooth and adjustable 
pan and tilt balance, drag with reinforced torque, and a continuously adjustable balance system.  
www.shotoku.tv/en/
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T he mtvU documentary series Rebel Music 
examines the lives of young people who 
use art and music to spark change around 

the world. The first two 30-minute episodes of the 
six-part series premiered on November 18, with the 
remaining episodes debuting weekly on the mtvU 
network and online at RebelMusic.com.

Each episode of Rebel Music highlights a 
different country grappling with social injustice, 
from the revolution in Egypt and sexual oppression 
in India to a Mexican drug harbor struggling to 

reinvent itself as a cultural haven.
Rebel Music was created and executive produced 

by Nusrat Durrani, senior vice president/general 
manager of MTV World, and executive produced 
by acclaimed graphic artist Shepard Fairey, who 
also created the visual identity for the series. 
(Durrani additionally acted as a co-director for the 
India, Egypt, Afghanistan and Mexico episodes.)

“Rebel Music mirrors the approach and 
philosophy I’ve embraced throughout my entire 
career: art as a catalyst for social change,” Fairey 

said in a press release. “MTV World has the ability 
to reach and give voices to young people around 
the world on a scale unlike a lot of other platforms, 
and it’s something to applaud.”

Two years in the making, the series entailed copi-
ous research. The production team worked with local 
crews as well as documentary luminaries such as 
Academy Award winner Ross Kauffman, co-director 
of Born into Brothels: Calcutta’s Red Light Kids, who 
served as a consulting producer for the series in addi-
tion to photographing the India and Mali segments.

Documenting Social change  
anD cultural ShiftS
Global Production Challenges on MTV World’s Rebel Music

JENNIFER WolFE

Learn rebel muSic
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EquipmEnt
Cinematographer Mikhail Galustov shot the 
Afghanistan, Egypt and Israel-Palestine episodes 
with a Canon EOS C300 fitted with a Chrosziel 
mattebox. “This setup was very convenient for 
handheld shooting, and the camera allowed him to 
shoot in low-light situations on the streets of Cairo 
without additional lighting sources,” says Andrew 
Ross Rowe, who served as producer, assistant 
editor and additional camera on the Egypt episode. 
“Protesters, graffiti artists and people posting flyers 
were all captured on the fly. We wanted it all to look 
natural, and that camera’s mark on the industry 
has always been low light. The camera was also 
amazing for B-roll scenics.”

For the Egypt episode, Ross Rowe employed 
a Canon EOS 5D Mk III as second camera. The 
camera was preloaded with Technicolor CineStyle 
in order to match the look and feel of the C300 
camera’s footage. The 5D was mounted on a 
monopod for interviews and operated handheld in 
the street. “We could approach a person or group 
much easier with what looked to be a still photo 
camera,” he comments. “It’s very disarming to use 
a smile and a smaller body for B-roll.”

ChallEngEs
From dust and dirt to rain and cold, shooting on 
the fly in any part of the world is not without its 
challenges. Add complicated political terrain and a 
little unrest, and almost anything can happen.

“In Afghanistan, it was rainy and snowy in the 
winter and dusty in the spring. The C300 and 5D 
Mark IIIs that we used all did pretty well, but at 
some point the C300 got some dust under the ND 
and protection filters, right on the sensor, probably 
through the ventilation system. It’s impossible to 
fix this issue in the field. You can only do it at a 
specialized Canon repair center. I couldn’t even 
fix it in Istanbul when I got back and had to fly to 
Moscow for a few days because of it.”  —Episode 
cinematographer Mikhail Galustov

“During the main protests in Egypt, we couldn’t 
rely on cell service. There were points when we 
hadn’t heard from a splinter team and would get 
worried. Obviously plans change in the field. Our 
characters moved freely and we went with them. 
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But I was always relieved to get a text from our fixer, 
Ahmed Medhat, director Simon Ostrovsky or series 
executive producer Nusrat Durrani, letting me 
know they were OK.”  —Episode producer/shooter 
Andrew Ross Rowe

“The C300 is a great camera. It was a good 
investment, too, because it’s so versatile and I can 
use it for most of my work. But it has a modular 
construction, which is a problem for documentary 
work. It’s fairly easy to break the connectors linking 
the LCD/audio module to the body in a crowded 
situation like a demonstration or a concert. That’s 
exactly what happened: a running protester 
bumped into me in Cairo and the in-camera part 
of the connectors bent and got loose. Luckily 
they stayed in place and still worked.”  —Episode 
cinematographer Mikhail Galustov

“The Egyptian revolution turned out to be the 
largest gathering the human race has ever seen. 
Thirty-three million people took to the streets. 
Obviously things could have turned ugly and violent 
pretty quickly. But the hardest part of shooting in a 
crowd turned out to be pickpockets. Our crew and 
driver lost a cell phone and a tablet. Thankfully all 
the [camera] gear was safe and sound.”  —Episode 
producer/shooter Andrew Ross Rowe

LocaL Heroes
In each region, the MTV crews worked closely 
with local crews and “fixers,” talented locals who 
are instrumental in quickly building trust with 
people and helping the production create context 
for their stories. With the safety of the series 
characters a priority at all times, these local heroes 
are responsible for ensuring a balance in the 
community after the production leaves.

“A local fixer is the person who makes it all 
possible. They are the missing piece that connects 
the crew to the local culture. A fixer helps keep your 
crew safe, schedules interviews, wrangles locations 
and has the local language to make things happen.”  
—Series director/producer Raeshem Nijhon

“My Afghan team was pretty amazing in terms 
of knowing the place and finding solutions for 
the shots and interviews we needed. Whenever 
we needed to interview someone or get a shot of 
something in particular, our fixer Iqbal or local 
shooters Sahar Fetrat and Wakil Kohsar already 
knew what to do.”  —Episode cinematographer 
Mikhail Galustov

“In Egypt, we were lucky to have a young, smart 
fixer, Ahmed Medhat. He was with us for the length 
of our stay, watching how we work. He had some 

broadcast journalism experience as well. After 
we left Cairo, I wanted to get follow-up interviews 
with our characters and hired Ahmed, who was 
able to get what we needed to finish out the show.”   
—Episode producer/shooter Andrew Ross Rowe

“Border police in Afghanistan don’t care about 

equipment unless it’s an RPG. We were lucky with 
the police in the streets, too. Usually they come 
and ask questions and try to make you pay a little 
money, but the local crew was quite amazing on 
this shoot and dealt with such issues brilliantly.”  
—Episode cinematographer Mikhail Galustov

edit and Post
Series footage was transcoded from native formats—
mainly H.264 and MXF—into Apple ProRes proxy 
files for editing on various platforms. For color 
correction and final mixes, Williamsburg finishing 
house Dungeon Beach Brooklyn, run by Ian Bloom 
and Tim Korn, had an unusual suggestion.

“When I approached them about finishing our 
series for color and sound, Ian recommended a 
new workflow that made a lot of sense for Rebel. 

“We could approach a person 
or group much easier with 
what looked to be a still photo 
camera. It’s very disarming 
to use a smile and a smaller 
body for B-roll.”

—Andrew Ross Rowe, additional 
camera, Rebel Music Egypt episode
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Basically, instead of delivering our series for a 
standard conform, we delivered uncompressed 
QuickTime files of each episode,” details series 
co-producer/co-director and post supervisor Maria 
Cataldo. “Since our timelines were so loaded with 
split-screens and micro-crafted transitions, we 
wound up separating out those layers of video in our 
timelines as stems. In our sessions, our colorist, Jeff 
Sousa, would work with us on our primary stem of 
picture before treating the other stems. Jeff worked 
on the [Blackmagic] DaVinci Resolve. It was a truly 
satisfying process that was actually fairly flawless, 
and I would absolutely consider moving forward in 
a similar situation with other projects.”

Cataldo worked closely with editors Giacomo 
Ambrosini, Natalia Babinski and Connor Kalista 
to help shape each of the episodes. “Our stories 

came together both in the field and in the edit,” she 
says. “What’s different about our show is that we 
were working without story producers, outlines or 
paper cuts of any kind. And since we were shooting 
in places that were unpredictable, though our 
preproduction was thorough, you couldn’t always 
plan for what was shot.”

Mikhail Galustov’s EquipMEnt list
“My Canon equipment is quite reliable in tough 
working conditions, although I still try to always 
bring backups of everything, from XLR cables to 
computers and lenses.”  —Episode cinematographer 
Mikhail Galustov

•	 Cameras
– 1 Canon EOS C300
– 2 Canon EOS 5D Mk III backup cameras

•	 Canon	lenses
– EF 24-105mm f/4 L-series zoom
– EF 16-35mm f/2.8 L-series ultra-wide 

zoom
– EF 50mm f/1.2 L-series telephoto
– EF 35mm f/1.4 L-series wide angle
– EF 24mm f/1.4 L-series wide angle

•	 Audio
– Sennheiser MKH 416 shotgun mic
– Sennheiser G3 wireless lavalier

•	 Camera	support	and	accessories
– Sachtler tripod
– Chrosziel mattebox with C300 baseplate 

and rails
– Transcend 64 GB memory cards
– Pelican case

andrEw ross rowE’s EquipMEnt list
“I rely on the confidence of knowing the gear I use 
in and out. That allows me to go into autopilot to 
concentrate on producing and capturing the events 
around me. It seems obvious, but I would never 
take a piece of equipment that I didn’t know like 
the back of my hand.”  —Episode producer/shooter 
Andrew Ross Rowe

•	 Cameras
– 2 Canon EOS 5D Mk III
– 1 Canon EOS 5D Mk II
– 3 GoPro
– 1 Sony night vision Handycam

•	 Canon	lenses
– 2 EF 70-200mm L-series telephoto zooms
– 1 EF 16-35mm f/2.8 L-series ultra-wide 

zoom
– 1 EF 24-70mm L-series zoom

•	 Audio
– 2 Zoom H4n recorders
– 4 Sennheiser G3 wireless lavaliers
– 2 Sennheiser wired lavaliers
– 1 Sennheiser wireless handheld mic

•	 Camera	support	and	accessories
– DSLR mounting accessories
– GoPro mounting accessories
– Manfrotto monopod
– XLR cables
– Polarizers/UV filters
– 2 6” onboard LED lights with mounting 

accessories
– Batteries, memory cards, memory card 

readers
– Apple MacBook + hard drives
– Power converters/strips
– Mobile phone battery backup   dv
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TIPS TO CLIP DICK REIZNER

Stand Safety
We should all be concerned about 
safety on our shoots, and that 
definitely includes falling light 
stands. Your stands will be more 
stable if you point one leg in the 
direction of any overhanging load. If 
the weight of the instrument appears 
to be balanced on the stand, try 
pointing one leg toward the subject. 
Then if the stand tips over, it is less 
likely to go in that direction.

Watch for trip hazards such 
as “clothes-lined” power cords 
(cords that don’t go all the way to 
the ground before beginning their 
horizontal travel).

A friend of mine found he reduced 
the number of people tripping on 
his set by putting yellow and black 
hazard tape on the light stand legs.

Power to  
the KidS
We have mentioned this before but 
I think it bears repeating. We use 
wireless microphones a lot and end 
up with boxes of partially used AA 
and 9 volt alkaline batteries. They are 
not actually dead, but since they’ve 
been partially discharged, I wouldn’t 
feel safe using them for a production.

Instead of throwing them away, 
we donate ours to a local children’s 
shelter and a home for victims of 
domestic violence. In both cases the 
batteries spend their declining days 
powering kids’ toys.

I’m sure a quick check with local 
agencies will find an equally useful 
“retirement home” for your partially 
used batteries.

Share yoUr tiP
Now it’s your turn to share a 
favorite shooting or production 
tip or question with your fellow 
professionals. Please send e-mails to 
dvtips@nbmedia.com.

All submissions become the 
property of Reizner & Reizner. None 
can be returned.

Learn

StoP ShaKy ShotS
A sign of an amateur attempting to hand-hold a film or video camera 
is the amount of vibration or shake in the image. Elizabeth Golden of 
New Orleans asks if I know a way to avoid the problem.

Most of us are aware that the longer the lens, the more any given 
amount of movement will show up.

Years ago when shooting handheld news aerials I learned to avoid 
the “amateur shake” and make my zooms to longer focal lengths 
smoother by watching the edge of the picture in the viewfinder. Any 
shake will first become obvious there because of its proximity to the 
non-moving edge of the frame.

As you zoom in, if you begin to notice shake at the edge, stop the 
zoom. Chances are the movement will not yet be objectionable in the 
picture’s center and you will have saved the shot.

Solder Station
If you have read this column for any length of time, you know I am a nut for 

gadgets that are repurposed to fill a need other than their original job. The 

gang at Stanford University’s AV department showed me this kluge they put 

together: it’s a soldering station made from a microphone stand.

One of the neat points is that the roll of solder is held securely, but it 

uncoils easily as it is needed. I can’t count the number of times mine has 

rolled off the bench and across the floor. The hot iron is held away from the 

bench, where it is less likely to roll around or burn me.

A tip of the tipster top hat to Stanford AV.

filter factor
I was taking pictures of a 
huge machine that turns old 
automobiles into little chunks 
of metal about the size of large 
marbles. Suddenly one of those 
“marbles” flew out of the machine 
and hit the front of my 18:1 zoom 
lens. The only thing that saved me 
from having to call off the rest of 
the shoot, not to mention a huge 
repair bill, was the 1-A filter I 
always keep on the lens.

That filter joins another 
on my shelf of honor. The first  
earned its place by catching a 
piece of hot metal thrown by an 
arc welder.

When on the camera, a good 
quality 1-A is invisible to the 
normal eye. For the purist, it 
does eliminate a small amount 
of ultraviolet, making shadows 
appear slightly less blue. Much 
more importantly, however, it 
protects the very expensive and 
hard-to-replace front lens element.

In day-to-day use, the 1-A 
will help keep dirt off the front 
element. That means you won’t 
have to clean it as often and its 
coatings will last longer.

I strongly recommend using a 
1-A whenever you take the camera 
out of its case.
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Final Cut Pro X Plug-insLearn

A pple’s Final Cut Pro X 
uses an effects archi-
tecture based on tem-

plates tied to the underpinnings 
of Apple Motion 5. Even if the 
user hasn’t purchased Motion, 
its engine is the one that drives 
effects in FCP X.

Users and developers can create 
innovative effects, transitions and 
titles simply by building an effect 
inside Motion and publishing it as 
an FCP X effect. This capability has 
enabled the Final Cut ecosystem 
to blossom with useful effects that 
would be difficult to replicate in 
most other editing or compositing 
applications.

Furthering Final Cut Pro X
Plug-Ins Extend Editing Possibilities

OlivEr PETErs

Dashwood’s Editor Essentials is a toolkit of useful effects, including this camera horizon leveler.

PHYX’s Flarelight filters add glows, anamorphic glares and lens flares.
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While it is impossible to cover all of the new 
offerings, I’ll focus on a few that are partner 
developers with Noise Industries. These are plug-

ins that can be purchased individually but are 
managed through the free version of FxFactory. 
That application now functions like an iTunes 

Store, with in-app downloads, purchasing and 
installation tools, and central access to tutorials 
and help documentation.

Some of the newest tools are even free, such as 
the Andy Mees filters. Mees is well known in FCP 
circles for his older FXScript plug-ins; now he’s 
developed a handful of useful effects for FCP X. Of 
particular interest is Better 3D—a 2.5/3D DVE—and 
Elastic Aspect filter. The latter stretches 4:3 content to 
fit a 16:9 frame. It stretches the outer portions of the 
frame more than the center in order to leave talent 
(usually in the center of the frame) less distorted.

The folks at Ripple Training are known for 
software training, but of late they’ve also become 
plug-in developers, with products that include 
Callouts, Optics, Timelines and Tools. All but the last 
are design themes with graphic overlays. Timelines 
is a set of templates for animated timeline charts. 
Tools (and Tools 2) is a mix of useful effects to 
augment FCP X. These include masks, 3D text, 
guides, color balance and certain stylized looks.

A similar offering is Tim Dashwood’s Editor 
Essentials. Dashwood develops stereoscopic 3D 
tools for Final Cut, but like Ripple’s Tools, this 
group is an editor’s toolkit that enables users to 
easily accomplish a number of effects and editorial 
tasks. Included are letterbox/pillarbox masks, color 
correction adjustments, camera horizon leveling, a 
quick slate template, a dead pixel fixer and more.

Tokyo Productions developer Simon Ubsdell 
got into the effects game with FCP X. Some of 
his newest effects are Chrominator and PiPinator. 
The first filter turns flat titles into shiny, metallic, 
extruded text complete with sheens and glows. 
PiPinator (as in “picture-in-picture”) is a set of 
preset DVE moves to fly images in, out and through 
the frame. Other effects include ReAnimator for 
repairing dead pixels and image artifacts, and Split 
Animator for various split-screen effects.

I’ve mentioned Luca Visual FX a few times 
in my reviews. Luca VFX is a great resource for 
grunge and distressed looks. New filters and 
transitions include Impackt and Lo-Fi Look. The 
latest, XOverlays, deviates from grunge by using 
a set of patterns and graphics as effects overlays. 
These plug-in filters include image wells, so you 
can alter the look by dropping in your own images. 
Luca has extended XOverlays by releasing a set of 
bonus motion graphics that may be deployed in 
these image wells. Design styles include bands, 
grids, high-tech elements, ripples and visualizers.

Stupid Raisins’ Slide Pop is one of a series of transition effects. Slide Pop mimics the look of changing slides in a 
projector.

Stupid Raisins’ Title Pop is a set of title generators that uses animation effects similar to Apple’s former LiveType 
application.

Luca Visual FX XOverlays is a group of pattern overlays for a range of stylized looks. (continued on page 56)
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4Mega
Pixels

24Mega
Pixels

 HXR-NX5U
3-CMOS NXCAM Flash Memory Camcorder 

•	Three	1/3”	Exmor	CMOS	sensors,		
with	a	ClearVid	array

•	Capture	uses	Memory	Stick	PRO	
Duo	/	SDHC	Cards,	with	relay	
record	capability	(optional	HXR-
FMU128	flash	memory	unit)

•	20x	wide	G	series	lens	
•	HD-SDI	&	HDMI	output,	SMPTE		
Time	Code	in/out,	Dual	XLR	inputs

•	Built-in	GPS	system		•	3.2”	Xtra	Fine	LCD

#SOHXRNX5U

 HXR-MC2000U
Shoulder Mount AVCHD Pro Camcorder

•	1/4"	4.2Mp,	ClearVid	Exmor	R	CMOS	sensor
•	Built-in	64GB	hard	drive	
•	SD/SDHC/SDXC	&	Memory	Stick	slot
•	1920	x	1080i	AVCHD	(24Mbps)
•	MPEG-2	SD	Mode	(9Mbps)	
•	12x	wide	angle	Sony	G	lens
•	Optical	SteadyShot	stabilizer	
•	2.7"	ClearPhoto	LCD
•	Manual	lens	ring	with	assignable		
parameters

#SOHXRMC2000U

 PMW-100
XDCAM HD422 Handheld Camcorder

•	1/2.9"	CMOS	Sensor	(1920	x	1080)
•	XDCAM	422	MPEG-2	Codec	at	50	Mb/s	
•	10x	Zoom	Lens	-	40-400mm		
(35mm	Equiv)

•	3.5"	LCD	Screen	(852	x	480	Pixels)
•	HD-SDI	&	HDMI	Outputs
•	Dual	XLR	Inputs	/	Timecode	&	Genlock	I/O
•	Dual	ExpressCard	SxS	Card	Slots
•	Compatible	with	XDCAM	Disc	&	EX	
Formats		•	DVCAM	Recording

#SOPMW100

 XF100 / XF105
HD Professional CF Camcorders

•	1/3"	CMOS	1920	x	1080	CMOS	sensor
•	Dual	CF	card	slots
•	50Mbps	MPEG-2	recording	
•	Canon's	MPEG-2	4:2:2	color	sampling	
•	60p/60i,	30p,	24p	MXF	File	Format	
•	10x	HD	zoom	lens
•	3.5"	920K	dot	LCD	monitor
•	Stereoscopic	3-D	recording	capabilities	
•	Dual	XLR	inputs		•	Waveform	Monitor	
XF105 Step-up Features:	HD/SD-SDI,	SMPTE	Time	Code,	Genlock

#CAXF100��������������������������� $2,499.00 #CAXF105��������������������������� $2,999.00

 HDR-AX2000
3-CMOS AVCHD Flash Camcorder 

•	Three	1/3”	CMOS	Exmor	sensors
•	Records	to	Memory	Stick	PRO	Duo,		
SD/SDHC	Cards	(Dual	media	slots)

•	1080/60i,	and	24p/30p	AVCHD	
recording

•	20x	zoom	G-Lens	(29.5mm	wide)
•	Zoom,	focus,	and	iris	rings
•	Dual	XLR	inputs	•	3.2”	Xtra	Fine	LCD
•	Low-light	(1.5	LUX)	capabilities
•	CinemaTone	Gamma	and	CinemaTone	Color	Control

#SOHDRAX2000H

 HXR-NX30
Compact HD Camcorder

•	Shoots	AVCHD	Up	to	1080/60p		
at	24Mbps

•	Built-In	96GB	Flash	Memory	Capacity
•	Pro	Audio	Control	&	Level	Adjustment
•	Equipped	with	Dual	XLR	Inputs
•	Built-In	Projector	&	3.5"	LCD	Monitor
•	Built-In	Stereo	Shotgun	Microphone
•	Super-Wide	Carl	Zeiss	10x	Optical	Lens
•	Balanced	Optical	SteadyShot
•	Features	SD	or	Memory	Stick	Card	Slot

#SOHXRNX30U

 XA10
Professional HD Solid State Camcorder

•	64GB	Internal	and	Dual	SDHC/SDXC		
card	slots	with	relay	recording

•	1920	x	1080	CMOS	Image	Sensor
•	Canon	10x	HD	Video	Lens
•	8-Blade	Iris	and	Manual	Focus	Ring
•	DIGIC	DV	III	Image	Processor
•	24Mbps	Recording	(AVCHD)
•	3.5"	High-resolution	touch	panel	LCD	and	EVF
•	Dual	XLR	terminals

#CAXA10 ����������������������������$1,699.00

 VIXIA HF G30
Full HD Camcorder

•	Full	HD	1920	x	1080p	Recording	at	60	fps
•	Canon	20x	HD	Video	Lens
•	Record	in	MP4	(35Mbps)		
or	AVCHD	(28Mbps)

•	Dual	SD/SDHC/SDXC		
Memory	Card	Slots

•	Built-in	Wi-Fi	&	Free		
Movie	Uploader	App

•	3.5"	Touch	Panel	Display	&	Joystick
•	SuperRange	Optical	Image	Stabilization

CAHFG30 ����������������������������������������������

 NEX-VG900
35mm Full-Frame Interchangeable Lens Camcorder

•	24.3MP	full-frame	35mm	Exmor	CMOS	HD	sensor	
•	E-Mount,	and	A-Mount	with	includes		
LA-EA3	A-mount	lens	adapter

•	1080/60i/60p/24p		•	Quad	capsule	
microphone	with	XLR	option

•	Tru-Finder	OLED	viewfinder	with	eye	
sensor		•	Cinematone	Gamma	with	
comprehensive	manual	control

•	Uncompressed	1080	HDMI	Output		•	Memory	Stick	PRO	Duo/PRO-HG	
Duo,	SD/SDHC/SDXC		•	3.0"	LCD	screen

#SONEXVG900

 HDR-TD30V
3D Flash Memory HD Camcorder

•	Dual	1/3.91	back-illuminated		
Exmor-R	CMOS	sensors

•	Record	to	SD/SDHC/SDXC		
MS	PRO-HG	Duo	&	XC-HG	media

•	1920	x	1080	Full	HD	24p/60p	video
•	Sony	G	series	wide	10x	17x	extended	zoom	lens
•	3.5"	(16:9)	LCD	screen	&	Color	viewfinder	
•	5.1-ch	recording	•		Optical	image	stabilizer	with	Active	mode
•	Watch	3D	on	3.5"	(16:9)	LCD	without	special	glasses
•	Built-in	GPS	•		Microphone	&	headphone	input

#SOHDRTD30VB

20Mega
Pixels

 HDR-FX7
3 CMOS HDV Camcorder

•	Carl	Zeiss	20x	Vario-Sonnar	T	Lens
•	3	1/4"	CMOS,	16:9,	ClearVID	technology	sensors
•	High-Definition	1080i	recording
•	Super	SteadyShot	optical	stabilization
•	Expanded	focus	assist	
•	3.5"	LCD	screen	&	Color	viewfinder
•	Zoom	and	focus	rings
•	Focus	and	zoom	precision	controls
•	Built-in	¼	&	1/16	ND	Filters
•	HDMI,	Microphone,	Headphone,	&	LANC	connectivity

#SOHDRFX7

 XA20 / XA25 
Professional HD Camcorder

•	1/2.84”	HD	CMOS	sensor	with	RGB	primary	color	filter
•	20x	HD	Zoom	Lens		•	2	x	SD/SDHC/SDXC	
card	slots	with	relay	and	dual	recording

•	Canon	Digic	DV	4	image	processor		
•	Built-in	Wi-Fi	technology	with	FTP	transfer	
capability		•	Optical	image	stabilization		

•	3.5”	LCD	screen	and	color	viewfinder		
•	2	phantom-powered	XLR	audio	inputs		
•	Native	24p	and	slow-	and	fast	motion	recording

XA25 Step-up Features:		HD/SD-SDI	output	and	pre-record	3-sec.	buffer

#CAXA20 �����������������������������$2,199.00 CAXA25 ������������������������������ $2,699.00

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/find/FreeCatalog.jsp?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_FreeCatalogLeftBottom
http://www.BandH.com?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_LogoHomePageTopLeft
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/SOHXRNX30*/Ntt/SOHXRNX30*/N/0/mnp/1000/mxp/3000?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-HXRNX30
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/search?Ntt=CAHFG30*&N=0&InitialSearch=yes&sts=ma&Top+Nav-Search=&cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Canon-Vixia-HF-G30
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/SOHXRMC2000*/Ntt/SOHXRMC2000*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-HXRMC2000
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/SOHDRFX7*/Ntt/SOHDRFX7*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-SOHDRFX7
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/CAXF10*/Ntt/CAXF10*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Canon-XF100andXF105
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/SOHDRTD30*/Ntt/SOHDRTD30*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-HDRTD30VHD
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/SOHDRAX2000*/Ntt/SOHDRAX2000*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-HDRAX2000
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http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/SONEXVG900*/Ntt/SONEXVG900*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-NexVG900
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/SOHXRNX5*/Ntt/SOHXRNX5*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-HXRNX5UandNX5P
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/854243-REG/Sony_PMW_100_PMW_100_XDCAM_Camcorder.html?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-PMW100
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/find/HelpCenter/NYSuperStore08.jsp?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_MiddleLeftSuperStore
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 XF300 / XF305
3 CMOS Solid State HD Camcorder

•	Record HD 1080/720 onto  
Compact Flash cards 

•	50Mbps MPEG-2 4:2:2 recording
•	3 1/3" 2.37Mp CMOS sensors
•	18x Canon HD L series lens
•	DIGIC DV III image processor
•	4" 1.23 Mp LCD monitor 
•	1.55 Mp Color EVF
•	Over and under crank
XF305 Step-up Features: HD-SDI Output, Genlock & SMPTE Time Code

#CAXF300 ����������������������$4,999.00 #CAXF305 ����������������������$5,999.00

 PMW-F5 / PMW-F55 
CineAlta Digital Cinema Camera’s 

•	8.9MP Super 35mm CMOS Image Sensor 
•	2K	and	HD	Recording		•	Highly	Modular	 
Design		•	8.9MP	Super	35mm	CMOS	 
Image	Sensor		•	SxS	Pro+	media	cards		

•	Native FZ-Mount and PL-Mount Adapter 
•	Dynamic	Range	Rated	at	14	Stops	
•	Olivine	Lithium	Iron	Phosphate	Batteries		•	Optional	AXS-R5	docking	

recorder enables 4K and 2K resolution video recording in 16-bit RAW
PMW-F55  Step-up Features: 4K /2K /HD Recording

#SOPMWF5 ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$16,490.00
#SOPMWF55 ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$28,990.00

AG-AC160A

Lens and Equipment Optional

Lens Optional

NEW

 EOS C300
Cinema EOS/PL Camcorder Body

•	Super 35mm CMOS sensor
•	50 Mbps MPEG-2 EF or PL lens mount
•	Dual CF card slots
•	Canon	XF	Codec	-	4:2:2	color	sampling
•	Multiple recording formats
•	High-resolution VF and 4", 1.23 Mp LCD
•	HD-SDI,	HDMI,	XLR	audio
•	Canon DIGIC DV III image processor
•	High-Speed, Slow-Motion, Time-Lapse and Stop-Motion
•	Timecode	I/O,	Genlock	in	&	Sync	out

#CAC300EF / #CAC300PL

Lens Optional

 AG-AC130A / AG-AC160A
3-MOS HD Handheld Camcorders

•	3x 1/3”, 2.2 Mp CMOS sensor - 18-bit dsp
•	22x optical zoom lens 
•	1080p 1080i 60/p30/p24 & 720p60
•	Three rings; Manual Zoom, Focus & Iris 
•	Dual	SD/SDHC/SDXC	card	slots
•	AVCHD & DV recording (SD) modes

AG-AC160A Step-up Features:
•	HD-SDI & LPCM audio recording
•	59.94	Hz	/	50	Hz	switchable		•	Slow/quick	motion	recording	mode

#PAAGAC130A / #PAAGAC160A

 AG-HPX250 / AG-HPX255
3-MOS HD Handheld Camcorders

•	3x 1/3”, 2.2 Mp CMOS sensor - 18-bit dsp
•	22x optical zoom lens 
•	1080p 1080i 60/p30/p24 & 720p60
•	Three rings; Manual Zoom, Focus & Iris 
•	HD-SDI & HDMI output
•	59.94 Hz / 50 Hz switchable
•	Slow/quick	motion	recording	mode
•	P2 card and DVCPRO mode recording

AG-HPX255 Step-up Features:
•	Remote terminal for studio control

#PAAGHPX250 / #PAAGHPX255

 NEX-EA50UH
HD Shoulder Mount Interchangeable Lens Camcorder

•	Exmor APS-C CMOS sensor (AVCHD / 
MPEG2-SD)	•	Supplied	18-200	servo	
power	zoom	•	E-mount	interchangeable	 
lens	system	•	Add	lenses	without	being	 
locked on a lens brand or lens mount

•	Use Alpha A-mount lenses with  
15‐point phase detection AF 

•	Mechanical shutter Still Picture
•	3.5’’LCD	Panel	•	Record	onto	Memory	Stick/SD/SDHC/SDXC/HXR-
FMU128	(Optional)	•	Records	on	media	card	and	FMU128	Simultaneously

#SONEXEA50UH

 PMW-200
XDCAM HD422 Camcorder 

•	Three 1/2" Exmor CMOS sensors
•	MPEG HD422 at 50 Mbps recording
•	HD422 1080p at 24 & 30 fps HD422  

720p at 24, 30 & 60 fps Fujinon  
14x zoom (servo/manual) lens

•	Dual	SxS	memory	card	slots
•	Four Channels of 16-bit audio
•	Supports	MXF	and	XDCAM	EX	 
workflows	•	Articulated	3.5"	LCD	screen

•	Timecode	&	Genlock	input	•	Cache	recording	Up	to	15	seconds

#SOPMW200 ������������������������������������������������������$6299.00

 EOS C100
EF Cinema Camcorder

•	Super 35mm 8.3MP CMOS sensor
•	Canon EF mount with EF contacts
•	Dual	SDHC/SDXC	memory	card	slots
•	Multiple recording modes and frame rates  
•	Full manual control and focusing aids  
•	Exceptional	low	light	sensitivity	and	wide	
dynamic	range		

•	DIGIC DV III image processor  
•	High resolution EVF and integrated LCD screen
•	Dual	XLR	audio	connectors

#CAC100EF

Lens Optional

 Cinema 2.5K / Production 4K
Cinema Interchangable Lens Camera’s with EF Mount

•	Canon	EF	and	Zeiss	ZE	mount	compatible	lens	mount		•	2.5K	image	sensor
•	12-bit RAW, ProRes, DNxHD, and CinemaDNG RAW formats  
•	5”	display	size		•	Variable	frame	rate	recording	
•	Super	wide	dynamic	range		•	SDI	video	output	
and	Thunderbolt	Port		•	Records	to	removable	 
5”	SSD	drives		•	Uncompressed	and	 
compressed	recording		•	Includes	DaVinci	
Resolve and UltraScope

Production 4K Step-up Features: 4K super 35mm sensor

#BLCINECAM / #BLPRODCAM4K

 GY-HM600 / GY-HM650 
ProHD ENG Camcorder

•	Three 1/3” (1920 x 1080)  
12-Bit CMOS sensors 

•	Dual	SDXC/SDHC	card	slots,	 
dual-backup, continuous recording

•	MPEG-2 / AVCHD / H.264 Recording 
•	23x Fujinon wide zoom lens 
•	F11	Sensitivity		•	Optical	image	stabilizer	
•	3.5”	LCD	screen	with	focus	assist		•	HD-SDI	and	HDMI	connections	

GY-HM650 Step-up Features:  WiFi with Apps for iOS/Android,  
Live transmission (streaming), Secure FTP File upload via WiFi 

#JVGYHM600U / JVGYHM650U

 FDR-AX1/PXW-Z100
Digital 4K Camcorder

•		1/2.3"	back-illuminated	Exmor	R	 
CMOS	Sensor		•	3.5"	LCD	screen

•	Dual	XQD	Memory	Card	slot
•		Records	4K	video	resolutions	 

(Up to 3840x2160 60P/50P)
•	20x	Sony	G-Series	zoom	lens
•		Records	in	2K	and	4K:	60p,	50p,	30p,	25p,	24p		
•	Video	format	XAVC	S	format,	MPEG4-AVC/H264		•	XLR	audio	Input
PXW-Z100 Step-up Features:  •	4K	XAVC	Intra	422	MXF		
•3G-SDI		•	Slow	&	Quick		•	Wi-Fi	Remote

#SOFDRAX1 ������������������������������������������ #SOPXWZ100 ��������������������� $5,499.00

NEW

 PMW-300
3 CMOS XDCAM HD Camcorder

•	3x 1/2" Exmor HD CMOS sensors 
•	14x Fujinon HD Series lens
•	50Mb/s HD recording at MPEG HD422
•	Interchangeable	EX	lens	mount	
•	HD-SD/SDI and HDMI outputs 
•	Advanced signal processing 
•	Record	to	SxS,	SD,	Memory	Stick,	 
&	XQD	cards	 •	Semi-shoulder	style	 
camcorder	 •	3.5"	color	LCD	viewfinder

•	Timecode	and	genlock	interfaces	 •	Optional	wireless	adapter

#SOPMW300K1 ��������������������������������������������������$7999.00

http://www.BandH.com?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_WebPageHomePageMiddleRight
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/browse/Used-Equipment/ci/2870/N/4294247188?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Used_UsedDeptRightBottom
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Items/ci/23368/N/3985577188?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-PXWFDR
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/887069-REG/Sony_nex_ea50h_Sony_NEX_EA50_Camcorder_with.html?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-NexEA50UH
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/PAAGAC1*/Ntt/PAAGAC1*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Panasonic-AGAC130AandAC160A
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/PAAGHPX25*/Ntt/PAAGHPX25*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Panasonic-AGHPX250andAGHPX255
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/CAXF30*/Ntt/CAXF30*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Canon-XF300andXF305
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/CAC100EF*/Ntt/CAC100EF*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Canon-EOSC100
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/JVGYHM6*/Ntt/JVGYHM6*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_JVC-GYHM600andHM650
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/884602-REG/Sony_PMW_200_XDCAM_HD422_Camcorder.html?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-PMW200
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Blackmagic-Design-Cinema-Camera-and-Production-4K/ci/22075/N/4021397276?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Blackmagic-Design-Cinema-Camera
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/983689-REG/sony_pmw_300_xdcam_hd_camcorder.html?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-PMW300
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/CAC300*/Ntt/CAC300*/N/0+4294203908?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Canon-EOSC300PLandEF
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/buy/SOPMWF5*/Ntt/SOPMWF5*/N/0?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_Sony-PMWF5andF55
http://www.BandH.com?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_LogoHomePageTopRight
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/find/HelpCenter/HoursOfOperation.jsp?cm_mmc=MAG-_-DigitalVideo-_-_DATE__-_-Retail_HolidayClosingsRightMiddle
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Stupid Raisins has focused on transitions using 
blocks, panels, shapes and slide effects. The latest 
release is a series of title generators with built-in 
motion graphics reminiscent of Apple’s LiveType. 
Although these animations have been integrated 
into Motion, it’s nice to have them easily accessible 
as an effect within FCP X. There are 50 titles with a 
variety of text animation effects. Apply the clip to 
the timeline and then you can easily modify fonts, 
text information and style.

I’ve only touched the surface of the available 
tools, but I’ll wrap up with PHYX’s Flarelight filter. 
The package includes three glare, lens flare and 
glow filters, plus noise and star field generators. 
The lens flare in particular is very nice. It has a ton 
of parameters to customize the flare and keyframe 
its movement. Actual adjustment felt a little slow as 
I was doing it, but the clip played reasonably well 
in real time without requiring me to render just to 
see the effect.

I’ve mentioned these offerings in the context 
of Final Cut Pro, but many will also function in 
Motion, After Effects and Premiere Pro with the same 
installation. Its growing ecosystem of tools makes 
FCP X a very interesting environment to work in.   dv
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(continued from page 53)

company Index

Ripple Training’s Timeline transition package is a set of customized motion templates with image wells to apply 
multiple images within the transition.

PiPinator from Tokyo Productions is a set of DVE move presets.

Learn
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production diary

Something old
It’s 1868. In San Francisco, lumber merchant 
Matthew Turner can’t find suitable fast ships to 
carry his timber. With almost no training in boat 
building, he says, “I’ll build them myself.”

Over the years, he designs and builds 228 tall 
ships.

In 1891, he builds the Galilee.
Now, here, today, in Sausalito, San Francisco, 

only a few miles away from my home, the Galilee 
is being re-created as the brigantine Matthew 
Turner. (Live video of the shipyard is streaming on 
educationaltallship.org.)

Something new
Since 2012, I’ve been shooting the progress of 
the new ship. With almost no training in 3D 
stereography, I say, “I’ll build the 3D rig myself.” I 
start with two Sony Alpha NEX-6s.

April 2013 NAB Show: I see the Blackmagic 
Pocket Cinema Camera and promptly order two.

Bye-bye Sony NEX-6; I’ll miss your OLED 
viewfinder.

Something Borrowed
Skipping back several decades, I had bought a 
Bolex H16 film camera with three 
fixed lenses: a 16mm wide angle, 
a 25mm standard and a 75mm 
telephoto. I guess I could have bought 
just the body but I’m young and know 
nothing.

It didn’t take long to figure out 
that the 16mm lens isn’t wide at all. 
I replaced it with the expensive Kern 
Switar 10mm f/1.6.

Here and now, my two BMPC 
cameras arrive without lenses. What 
do I buy? I buy the Panasonic 14mm. 
You’d think I’d have learned my lesson 
50 years ago. Even with the 14mm’s 

wide-angle adapter, the lens isn’t wide enough. 
Heck, even my iPhone camera is wider.

That does it. I need the Panasonic 7-14mm 
zoom. Here’s where something borrowed comes in. 
To test out the lens, I go to BorrowLenses.com and 
rent it for a trial spin.

Something Blue (that’S me)
I’m blue because my two BMPCCs aren’t perfect.

Take the batteries: they’re 800 mAh wimps. 
Blackmagic says you can get an hour’s recording 

time. I never have. In the real world of looking for 
shots, climbing trees and lying on your back, you 
keep the camera switched on. Even if you’re not 
shooting, you can still drain the battery dry.

On my 3D rig, there’s one battery for each 
camera, one for the SmallHD 7.7” OLED monitor 
and a 9-volt inside the juicedLink RA333 audio 
mixer. That’s four separate batteries.

The solution: I replace all four with one Lenmar 
DVDU923 universal lithium-ion battery. It’s only 9 
volts but it powers the two Blackmagic cameras, 
the SmallHD monitor and the RA333 mixer.

Blue on Blue
I’m doing test shots with my new 3D rig and the 
Micro HDMI monitor connector keeps falling out 
of its hole. Just the weight of the cable is enough to 
jiggle it out. The solution is a Nanosecond Super 
Extreme Thin Micro HDMI Cable. So light, it stays 
tight.

a Kind of Blue
I need a LANC controller for starting both cameras 
at once. My friend Joe is an engineer. He puts 
two Sunpak LANCs together and connects them 
to a single button on my hand grip. One push 

and the stereo-paired cameras start 
instantaneously. Magic.

Boo hoo Blue
My interocular (in the biz we call it 
IO, and it’s the separation between 
the two cameras) at 90mm is way too 
much for wide-angle lenses. I watch 
five minutes of my precious 3D shoot, 
stand up, whoooo ... hang onto the 
chair or I’ll fall over.

It’s endgame: a giant Sargent 
screw-up.

Matthew Turner: 228. Stefan 
Sargent: 0.   dv

STEFAN SARgENT

Something old, Something new
Something Borrowed, Something Blue (That’s Me)

Learn

the brigantine Matthew Turner being built today—inspired 
by turner’s 1891 ship, the Galilee

october 2012: the keel-laying ceremony, my first 3d Blackmagic Pocket Cinema 
Camera shoot
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Viewcast Osprey Cards
The Osprey line offers a wide range 
of options for PC users to do live video
capture and streaming, from the entry-
level Osprey 100 to the high-density
Osprey 845e HD with four independent
SDI channels, including SDI support for
both SD and HD as well as embedded
audio in the SDI. Ideal for professional
webcasting and live streaming services. 

Adobe® Creative Suite® 6
Production Premium 
High-performance toolset with every-
thing you need to create productions for
virtually any screen. Log, edit, design, 
animate, composite, and refine audio 
and color. Includes Adobe Prelude™ for 
logging/ingest and Adobe SpeedGrade™
for color grading and finishing.
Creative Cloud also available.

G-SPEED Q - 4/8/12/16TB
High speed RAID with quad interface
features built-in RAID controller and 
can be easily transported and used on 
a laptop or desktop in the edit bay or 
on the road. Compact and whisper
quiet, G-SPEED Q features four hot-
swappable Hitachi Enterprise-class
7200 RPM 3Gbit SATA hard drives, 
and can be configured in RAID 0 or 5.

Scan this code for a limited-time
workstation offer to DV subscribers
or give us a call at (800) 544-6599!

www.sharbor.com/DVMAG

800-544-6599

www.sharbor.com
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR V IDEO PRODUCTION S INCE 1987

For professionals like you, time is money. A powerful workstation equipped with
NVIDIA® Quadro® graphics is a critical part of making the creative process as 
productive as possible. Adobe® leads the industry in leveraging these powerful GPUs
to deliver a superior post-production environment for even the most sophisticated,
high-resolution workflows. Let Safe Harbor Computers help you configure your
TSUNAMI  custom editing workstation with up to 16-cores of processing power and
128GB of memory, and bring your creative vision to life faster than ever before. 

NVIDIA® Quadro® K5000
The NVIDIA Quadro K5000 graphics
card takes advantage of the NVIDIA
Kepler™ architecture to dramatically
accelerate professional applications.
You get greater levels of interaction
when designing with the most 
complex models, richer scene details
and effects for content creation. 
Includes free ground shipping.

Ki Pro 
Portable ProRes File Recorder
Ki Pro combines the power of a file-
based recorder with the familiar controls
of a tapedeck that you can carry with
you, anywhere. Easily capture Apple
ProRes 422 files direct from the source,
which can then be used in most editing
systems without the need for additional
import or transcoding steps.

Ki Pro Mini 
Compact Field Recorder
From Lens to Post. In a Flash.
Compact, lightweight and designed to
fast track your footage from camera to
editorial. Ki Pro Mini mounts easily to
any SDI/HDMI camera and records
'ready-to-edit' files in Apple ProRes 
and Avid DNxHD formats, direct to
removable CompactFlash media.

TriCaster 8000
Introducing a complete production
and media publishing solution.
Publish your program live to social
media platforms during production,
adapt to any custom configuration,
and scale between shows of any 
proportion, right out of the box, in
one portable system. The harder your
program, the easier it falls into place.

Matrox VS4 Capture Card with
Telestream Wirecast Bundle
Matrox quad HD-SDI capture cards
tightly integrate with Wirecast Pro 
software to let you easily produce 
multi-camera live events for the web.
Switch or mix multiple live video
feeds and pre-recorded clips while
adding graphics and effects with 
this exclusive Safe Harbor bundle.
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When in New York, 
Visit our SuperStore

420 Ninth Ave.
Corner of 34th Street

New York, N.Y. 10001

  Over 70,000 square feet 
of the latest gear

  The most knowledgeable 
Sales Professionals

  Hands-on demos

  Convenient free parking 
available
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4Mega
Pixels

24Mega
Pixels

 HXR-NX5U
3-CMOS NXCAM Flash Memory Camcorder 

•	Three	1/3”	Exmor	CMOS	sensors,		
with	a	ClearVid	array

•	Capture	uses	Memory	Stick	PRO	
Duo	/	SDHC	Cards,	with	relay	
record	capability	(optional	HXR-
FMU128	flash	memory	unit)

•	20x	wide	G	series	lens	
•	HD-SDI	&	HDMI	output,	SMPTE		
Time	Code	in/out,	Dual	XLR	inputs

•	Built-in	GPS	system		•	3.2”	Xtra	Fine	LCD

#SOHXRNX5U

 HXR-MC2000U
Shoulder Mount AVCHD Pro Camcorder

•	1/4"	4.2Mp,	ClearVid	Exmor	R	CMOS	sensor
•	Built-in	64GB	hard	drive	
•	SD/SDHC/SDXC	&	Memory	Stick	slot
•	1920	x	1080i	AVCHD	(24Mbps)
•	MPEG-2	SD	Mode	(9Mbps)	
•	12x	wide	angle	Sony	G	lens
•	Optical	SteadyShot	stabilizer	
•	2.7"	ClearPhoto	LCD
•	Manual	lens	ring	with	assignable		
parameters

#SOHXRMC2000U

 PMW-100
XDCAM HD422 Handheld Camcorder

•	1/2.9"	CMOS	Sensor	(1920	x	1080)
•	XDCAM	422	MPEG-2	Codec	at	50	Mb/s	
•	10x	Zoom	Lens	-	40-400mm		
(35mm	Equiv)

•	3.5"	LCD	Screen	(852	x	480	Pixels)
•	HD-SDI	&	HDMI	Outputs
•	Dual	XLR	Inputs	/	Timecode	&	Genlock	I/O
•	Dual	ExpressCard	SxS	Card	Slots
•	Compatible	with	XDCAM	Disc	&	EX	
Formats		•	DVCAM	Recording

#SOPMW100

 XF100 / XF105
HD Professional CF Camcorders

•	1/3"	CMOS	1920	x	1080	CMOS	sensor
•	Dual	CF	card	slots
•	50Mbps	MPEG-2	recording	
•	Canon's	MPEG-2	4:2:2	color	sampling	
•	60p/60i,	30p,	24p	MXF	File	Format	
•	10x	HD	zoom	lens
•	3.5"	920K	dot	LCD	monitor
•	Stereoscopic	3-D	recording	capabilities	
•	Dual	XLR	inputs		•	Waveform	Monitor	
XF105 Step-up Features:	HD/SD-SDI,	SMPTE	Time	Code,	Genlock

#CAXF100��������������������������� $2,499.00 #CAXF105��������������������������� $2,999.00

 HDR-AX2000
3-CMOS AVCHD Flash Camcorder 

•	Three	1/3”	CMOS	Exmor	sensors
•	Records	to	Memory	Stick	PRO	Duo,		
SD/SDHC	Cards	(Dual	media	slots)

•	1080/60i,	and	24p/30p	AVCHD	
recording

•	20x	zoom	G-Lens	(29.5mm	wide)
•	Zoom,	focus,	and	iris	rings
•	Dual	XLR	inputs	•	3.2”	Xtra	Fine	LCD
•	Low-light	(1.5	LUX)	capabilities
•	CinemaTone	Gamma	and	CinemaTone	Color	Control

#SOHDRAX2000H

 HXR-NX30
Compact HD Camcorder

•	Shoots	AVCHD	Up	to	1080/60p		
at	24Mbps

•	Built-In	96GB	Flash	Memory	Capacity
•	Pro	Audio	Control	&	Level	Adjustment
•	Equipped	with	Dual	XLR	Inputs
•	Built-In	Projector	&	3.5"	LCD	Monitor
•	Built-In	Stereo	Shotgun	Microphone
•	Super-Wide	Carl	Zeiss	10x	Optical	Lens
•	Balanced	Optical	SteadyShot
•	Features	SD	or	Memory	Stick	Card	Slot

#SOHXRNX30U

 XA10
Professional HD Solid State Camcorder

•	64GB	Internal	and	Dual	SDHC/SDXC		
card	slots	with	relay	recording

•	1920	x	1080	CMOS	Image	Sensor
•	Canon	10x	HD	Video	Lens
•	8-Blade	Iris	and	Manual	Focus	Ring
•	DIGIC	DV	III	Image	Processor
•	24Mbps	Recording	(AVCHD)
•	3.5"	High-resolution	touch	panel	LCD	and	EVF
•	Dual	XLR	terminals

#CAXA10 ����������������������������$1,699.00

 VIXIA HF G30
Full HD Camcorder

•	Full	HD	1920	x	1080p	Recording	at	60	fps
•	Canon	20x	HD	Video	Lens
•	Record	in	MP4	(35Mbps)		
or	AVCHD	(28Mbps)

•	Dual	SD/SDHC/SDXC		
Memory	Card	Slots

•	Built-in	Wi-Fi	&	Free		
Movie	Uploader	App

•	3.5"	Touch	Panel	Display	&	Joystick
•	SuperRange	Optical	Image	Stabilization

CAHFG30 ����������������������������������������������

 NEX-VG900
35mm Full-Frame Interchangeable Lens Camcorder

•	24.3MP	full-frame	35mm	Exmor	CMOS	HD	sensor	
•	E-Mount,	and	A-Mount	with	includes		
LA-EA3	A-mount	lens	adapter

•	1080/60i/60p/24p		•	Quad	capsule	
microphone	with	XLR	option

•	Tru-Finder	OLED	viewfinder	with	eye	
sensor		•	Cinematone	Gamma	with	
comprehensive	manual	control

•	Uncompressed	1080	HDMI	Output		•	Memory	Stick	PRO	Duo/PRO-HG	
Duo,	SD/SDHC/SDXC		•	3.0"	LCD	screen

#SONEXVG900

 HDR-TD30V
3D Flash Memory HD Camcorder

•	Dual	1/3.91	back-illuminated		
Exmor-R	CMOS	sensors

•	Record	to	SD/SDHC/SDXC		
MS	PRO-HG	Duo	&	XC-HG	media

•	1920	x	1080	Full	HD	24p/60p	video
•	Sony	G	series	wide	10x	17x	extended	zoom	lens
•	3.5"	(16:9)	LCD	screen	&	Color	viewfinder	
•	5.1-ch	recording	•		Optical	image	stabilizer	with	Active	mode
•	Watch	3D	on	3.5"	(16:9)	LCD	without	special	glasses
•	Built-in	GPS	•		Microphone	&	headphone	input

#SOHDRTD30VB

20Mega
Pixels

 HDR-FX7
3 CMOS HDV Camcorder

•	Carl	Zeiss	20x	Vario-Sonnar	T	Lens
•	3	1/4"	CMOS,	16:9,	ClearVID	technology	sensors
•	High-Definition	1080i	recording
•	Super	SteadyShot	optical	stabilization
•	Expanded	focus	assist	
•	3.5"	LCD	screen	&	Color	viewfinder
•	Zoom	and	focus	rings
•	Focus	and	zoom	precision	controls
•	Built-in	¼	&	1/16	ND	Filters
•	HDMI,	Microphone,	Headphone,	&	LANC	connectivity

#SOHDRFX7

 XA20 / XA25 
Professional HD Camcorder

•	1/2.84”	HD	CMOS	sensor	with	RGB	primary	color	filter
•	20x	HD	Zoom	Lens		•	2	x	SD/SDHC/SDXC	
card	slots	with	relay	and	dual	recording

•	Canon	Digic	DV	4	image	processor		
•	Built-in	Wi-Fi	technology	with	FTP	transfer	
capability		•	Optical	image	stabilization		

•	3.5”	LCD	screen	and	color	viewfinder		
•	2	phantom-powered	XLR	audio	inputs		
•	Native	24p	and	slow-	and	fast	motion	recording

XA25 Step-up Features:		HD/SD-SDI	output	and	pre-record	3-sec.	buffer

#CAXA20 �����������������������������$2,199.00 CAXA25 ������������������������������ $2,699.00
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